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Numeroase delegaŃii au dat curs invitaŃiei de a prezenta un rezumat al acŃiunilor în curs desfă urate
în Ńările lor în ceea ce prive te traficul de persoane. Toate aceste rezumate au fost incluse în DOA.

Prin prezenta, Pre8edinŃia prezintă Coreper proiectul de DOA. Coreper este invitat să
convină asupra proiectului de text pentru a permite Consiliului JAI din 30 noiembrie/1
decembrie să aprobe textul 8i să convină asupra acestuia.
Textul / examinat i modificat de coordonarea lingvistică / figurează în anexa la prezenta notă.

____________________
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ANEXĂ

Document orientat către acŃiune privind consolidarea dimensiunii externe a UE
în ceea ce prive8te combaterea traficului de persoane; Către acŃiuni ale UE la nivel mondial
împotriva
traficului de persoane

I.

Introducere

În decembrie 2005, Consiliul a aprobat o strategie pentru dimensiunea externă a justiŃiei i a
afacerilor interne (JAI)1, solicitând documente orientate către acŃiune (DOA) care să acopere Ńări,
regiuni sau teme specifice prioritare. Potrivit strategiei, aceste documente ar trebui să includă: (i) o
analiză a chestiunii i a obiectivelor UE, bazându/se pe informaŃii relevante din partea instituŃiilor
UE; (ii) un rezumat al acŃiunilor întreprinse în prezent atât de către Comisie, cât i de către statele
membre; i (iii) identificarea a ceea ce trebuie întreprins la nivel politic, tehnic i operaŃional în
vederea îndeplinirii obiectivelor UE.
Strategia i DOA aferente reflectă obiectivul Uniunii Europene de a î i dezvolta relaŃiile externe în
vederea consolidării rolului i capacităŃii acesteia de a acŃiona în cooperare i parteneriat cu Ńările,
regiunile i organizaŃiile terŃe la nivel internaŃional, în scopul soluŃionării problemelor comune i al
îndeplinirii obiectivelor privind politicile comune. Traficul de persoane (TDP) este un fenomen care
ilustrează în mod repetat legăturile dintre UE i Ńările terŃe, precum i cele din cadrul UE. Prin
urmare, acest fenomen reprezintă o problemă comună pentru UE i Ńările terŃe, a cărei abordare din
ce în ce mai proactivă, coordonată i coerentă ar trebui promovată de către UE. Sunt implicate toate
aspectele JAI: ca activitate economică ilegală, TDP constituie una dintre principalele surse de venit
ale criminalităŃii organizate; prin faptul că aduce atingere demnităŃii umane, TDP reprezintă o
încălcare gravă a drepturilor fundamentale ale omului pe care Uniunea Europeană nu o poate tolera;
ca activitate transfrontalieră ilegală, TDP constituie un domeniu important de cooperare în cadrul
UE i de parteneriat între UE i Ńările terŃe. De asemenea, natura i complexitatea TDP necesită
acŃiuni într/o arie largă de domenii de politică, în plus faŃă de JAI, pentru a se putea lupta eficient
împotriva acestuia. Prin urmare, TDP reprezintă o temă prioritară pentru UE i dimensiunea externă
a acestuia ar trebui consolidată prin intermediul unui DOA.

1

O strategie pentru dimensiunea externă a JAI: libertate, securitate i justiŃie la nivel global,
15446/05 JAI 488 RELEX 741.
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II.

Context

În cursul unei perioade de peste 10 ani, TDP a constituit un aspect important pe ordinea de zi a UE,
în special în domeniul JAI i în cel al relaŃiilor externe ale UE. TDP a atras atenŃia în mod special la
nivel politic i au fost elaborate o serie de comunicări ale Comisiei, de concluzii ale Consiliului i
alte documente de politică, de proiecte finanŃate de UE i de instrumente juridice. Adoptarea, la 19
iulie 20021, a Deciziei/cadru privind combaterea traficului de persoane (care este în curs de
revizuire), precum i adoptarea Directivei din 29 aprilie 20042 privind permisele temporare de
edere eliberate resortisanŃilor Ńărilor terŃe care sunt victime ale traficului pot fi considerate
momente/cheie ale cooperării la nivelul UE în lupta împotriva TDP.
În ceea ce prive te elaborarea de politici, concluziile Consiliului din 8 mai 2003 referitoare la
DeclaraŃia de la Bruxelles3 sunt importante, în măsura în care acestea au devenit un cadru de
politică pentru eforturile UE de a combate TDP pe multe fronturi. DeclaraŃia de la Bruxelles a
generat o serie de acŃiuni ulterioare, inclusiv instituirea unui grup de experŃi al Comisiei privind
TDP care a prezentat, în decembrie 2004, un raport cuprinzător, conŃinând în total 132 de
recomandări4. În prezent, un grup reconstituit de experŃi elaborează propuneri suplimentare pentru
Comisie. Mai mult, Consiliul European din 19 iunie 2009 a solicitat acŃiuni ferme menite să
combată eficient criminalitatea organizată i reŃelele de criminalitate implicate în traficul de
persoane.
Succesele în domeniul cooperării la nivelul UE împotriva TDP se bazează pe o analiză a filierei
TDP, cuprinzând Ńările de origine, precum i Ńările de tranzit i de destinaŃie. În mod evident,
această filieră a TDP depă e te frontierele UE i, prin urmare, dimensiunea externă a fost prezentă
în discurs de/a lungul anilor, chiar dacă nu a fost abordată în mod exclusiv i specific. În plus faŃă
de evoluŃia menŃionată mai sus, interdependenŃa crescândă dintre dimensiunea internă i externă a
cooperării la nivelul UE a devenit din ce în ce mai importantă.

1
2

3
4

JO L 203, 1.8.2002, p. 1.
Directiva 2004/81/CE din 29 aprilie 2004 privind permisul de edere eliberat resortisanŃilor
Ńărilor terŃe care sunt victime ale traficului de fiinŃe umane sau care au făcut obiectul unei
facilitări a imigraŃiei ilegale i care cooperează cu autorităŃile competente (JO L 261,
6.8.2004, p. 19).
14981/02 JAI 280
ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/crime/trafficking/fsj_crime_human_trafficking_en.htm
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Acest aspect a fost remarcat, de exemplu, de Grupul viitorului (Grupul consultativ la nivel înalt privind
viitorul politicii europene în domeniul afacerilor interne), care a concluzionat în raportul său1 că relaŃiile
externe vor constitui o prioritate pentru viitoarea alcătuire a afacerilor interne europene i că UE trebuie
să î i îndrepte atenŃia într/o nouă direcŃie, aceea a provocării din ce în ce mai mare pe care o reprezintă
încorporarea aspectelor externe, i să coopereze cu Ńările terŃe relevante.
Prin urmare, un număr crescând de documente de politică ale UE abordează problematica TDP, în
special traficul de femei i copii / cele două grupuri cel mai afectate de fenomenul TDP. Comunicarea
Comisiei (2006) „Către o strategie UE privind drepturile copilului” prezintă situaŃia dificilă în
domeniul traficului de copii, exprimând un angajament de optimizare a politicilor existente i de
adoptare a unor măsuri specifice în vederea eradicării problemei. Orientările UE privind drepturile
copilului (2007) identifică traficul de copii printre domeniile de intervenŃie ale ComunităŃii Europene
prin,

, promovarea ratificării i a punerii în aplicare eficace a instrumentelor internaŃionale de

protejare a drepturilor omului relevante în vederea combaterii violenŃei împotriva copiilor.
Comunicarea Comisiei „Un loc special pentru copii în cadrul acŃiunii externe a UE” (2008)
menŃionează faptul că lupta împotriva infracŃiunilor respective care afectează în mod deosebit copiii,
cum ar fi TDP, trebuie să se bazeze pe măsuri concrete de prevenire i de asistenŃă care să protejeze
copiii împotriva violenŃei i a exploatării i să garanteze reabilitarea, recuperarea i incluziunea
socială pe termen lung a acestora. În cadrul Concluziilor privind copiii în domeniul asistenŃei pentru
dezvoltare i al asistenŃei umanitare (2008), Consiliul subliniază că, datorită vulnerabilităŃii lor
deosebite, în perioade de criză, copiii se confruntă cu un risc ridicat de a deveni victime ale diverselor
forme de încălcări ale drepturilor omului, inclusiv TDP. În acest sens, ar trebui menŃionat faptul că,
într/un raport privind traficul de copii în cadrul UE2, publicat în iulie 2009, AgenŃia UE pentru
drepturile fundamentale a identificat o serie de lacune în procesul de identificare i protecŃie a copiilor
victime ale TDP. Mai mult, Orientările UE privind femeile (2008) recunosc faptul că traficul de
femei în scopul prostituării forŃate, exploatării sexuale i al tuturor celorlalte forme de exploatare face
parte din formele de violenŃă împotriva femeilor i ar trebui abordat în mod corespunzător.
Prin urmare, politica UE privind TDP include o abordare bazată pe drepturile omului, centrată pe
drepturile victimelor i Ńine seama de dificultăŃile suplimentare ale grupurilor specifice, cum ar fi
femeile i copiii, precum i persoanele discriminate din orice motiv, cum ar fi persoanele care aparŃin
grupurilor minoritare i indigene3.
1
2
3

11657/08 JAI 373.
Traficul de copii în cadrul UE: provocări, perspective éi bune practici, http//fra.europa.eu
Al zecelea raport anual al UE privind drepturile omului, documentul 14146/2/08.
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Acest lucru a fost subliniat de Consiliu la 21 septembrie 2009, când acesta a confirmat faptul că
aspectul minorilor neînsoŃiŃi care intră pe teritoriul UE i solicită azil reprezintă o provocare
importantă i, prin urmare, a invitat Comisia să prezinte, până la începutul lui 2010, un plan de
acŃiune privind minorii neînsoŃiŃi care intră pe teritoriul UE.
Pe baza acestui cadru de politică, TDP este abordat de numeroase acorduri între UE i Ńări terŃe,
precum Parteneriatul strategic Africa/Uniunea Europeană, semnat în decembrie 2007 la Lisabona,
în cadrul căruia punerea în aplicare a planului de acŃiune UE/Africa privind TDP reprezintă una din
acŃiunile prioritare în cadrul secŃiunii referitoare la „Parteneriatul privind migraŃia, mobilitatea i
ocuparea forŃei de muncă”1, i acordurile de stabilizare i de asociere dintre CE i Balcanii de Vest.
Problema TDP este, de asemenea, abordată în cadrul declaraŃiilor ministeriale convenite cu ocazia
celei de a doua ConferinŃe ministeriale euro/africane privind migraŃia i dezvoltarea (Paris, 25
noiembrie 2008), o atenŃie specială fiind acordată rutei migraŃiei din Africa de Vest, precum i în
cadrul ConferinŃei ministeriale privind „Construirea parteneriatelor în domeniul migraŃiei” (Praga,
27/28 aprilie 2009), cu un accent special pe regiunile estice i sud/estice din vecinătatea UE. TDP
este abordat de asemenea în numeroase documente de strategie naŃională i programe indicative
regionale, de exemplu în Ńările din Asia de Sud i Sud/Est, unde această problemă este una
persistentă, atât la nivel de Ńară, cât i la nivel regional, precum i în câteva planuri de acŃiune
bilaterale cu Ńările PEV.
Problematica TDP este ridicată în cadrul dialogului politic cu Ńările terŃe, în special în cadrul
dialogurilor privind drepturile omului desfă urate în peste 30 de Ńări din lumea întreagă. UE sprijină
de asemenea eforturile internaŃionale în acest domeniu, promovând în cadrul diverselor foruri ale
ONU prevenirea TDP, protecŃia i asistenŃa victimelor TDP, instituirea unui cadru legislativ,
dezvoltarea politicii i asigurarea respectării legii, cooperarea i coordonarea internaŃională
referitoare la TDP. Stabilirea de priorităŃi privind combaterea TDP se reflectă, de asemenea, în
instrumentele de finanŃare ale CE care sunt disponibile pentru cooperarea cu Ńările terŃe i în
programele tematice (anexă).

1

Documentul 13440/08 ASIM 72 (Pactul european privind imigraŃia i azilul).
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Mai mult, în conformitate cu Programul multianual de la Haga pentru consolidarea UE ca un spaŃiu
de libertate, securitate i justiŃie, Consiliul a adoptat, în decembrie 2005, un plan de acŃiune privind
cele mai bune practici, standarde i proceduri pentru combaterea i prevenirea TDP1. În octombrie
2008, Comisia a prezentat un raport cuprinzând concluzii privind punerea în aplicare a planului de
acŃiune. În acest raport, Comisia a propus concentrarea eforturilor asupra câtorva acŃiuni/cheie pe
termen scurt i stabilirea unei noi strategii pe baza rezultatelor obŃinute până la sfâr itul lui 2009. O
recomandare se referă la „consolidarea acŃiunilor în curs în domeniul relaŃiilor externe, în special în
Balcanii de Vest i cu vecinii estici ai UE, precum i cu Ńările din Africa de Nord, inclusiv prin
înlăturarea obstacolelor din calea cooperării judiciare în materie penală. Încurajarea includerii luptei
împotriva traficului de persoane în cadrul dialogului politic i de cooperare, în documentele de
strategie naŃionale i în strategiile de reducere a sărăciei i de cooperare cu Ńările partenere.”

III. Prezentare generală a situaŃiei
Traficul de persoane constituie o infracŃiune gravă, care împiedică o persoană să se bucure pe deplin
de toate drepturile omului. Traficul de persoane reprezintă exploatarea persoanelor vulnerabile, mai
ales femei i copii, de către infractori care tratează fiinŃele umane ca pe mărfuri care sunt cumpărate
i vândute pentru un câ tig financiar. Victimele traficului de persoane suferă în mod inevitabil de
abuzuri fizice i psihologice.
În ultimii ani, s/a constatat o cre tere marcată a numărului de victime ale traficului de persoane
introduse în UE, în special prin i din FederaŃia Rusă, Ucraina, Europa Centrală i de Sud/Est.
Persoane din aceste Ńări i regiuni sunt identificate în mod frecvent în cursul cercetărilor în
domeniul TDP efectuate de statele membre UE. Dat fiind caracterul global al TDP i existenŃa unor
pieŃe lucrative în UE, nu este surprinzătoare identificarea, în mod regulat, a unor victime provenind
i din Asia, Africa i America Latină.

1

15321/2/06 CRIMORG 177.
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Traficul de persoane exploatează fiinŃe umane aflate în situaŃii vulnerabile i le privează de
posibilitatea de a se bucura de cele mai elementare drepturi ale omului. Sărăcia, marginalizarea,
excluziunea economică, inegalitatea socială i cea dintre bărbaŃi i femei, împreună cu practicile
discriminatorii împotriva copiilor i a minorităŃilor etnice, precum i nevoia disperată de a găsi un
loc care oferă speranŃa sau perspectiva unui viitor mai prosper, constituie vulnerabilităŃile care sunt
exploatate în mod obi nuit de traficanŃi, când ace tia iniŃiază recrutarea sau atragerea victimelor.
Din cauza prevalenŃei acestor cauze subiacente, datorită cărora persoanele, în special femeile i
copiii, riscă să cadă victime TDP, există multe surse potenŃiale de victime la nivel mondial.
Caracterul ascuns al infracŃiunii, statisticile incomplete i incomparabile, combinate cu lacune la
nivelul informaŃiilor de care dispun autorităŃile de aplicare a legii, rezultă în dificultatea, în prezent,
de a estima în mod precis numărul victimelor care sunt introduse în UE i deplasate în interiorul
acesteia. Cre terea la nivel mondial a criminalităŃii în acest domeniu va continua atât timp cât
cauzele fundamentale care stau la baza TDP există, inclusiv cererea de servicii sexuale sau de mână
de lucru ieftină. TDP va rămâne atractiv pentru reŃelele criminalităŃii organizate, pentru grupurile
mici i pentru „operatorii” individuali, al căror unic scop este de a câ tiga cât mai mulŃi bani cu
putinŃă de pe urma exploatării altei fiinŃe umane.
TDP este motivat de profit. TraficanŃii, care sunt în principal infractori organizaŃi, examinează
forŃele de pe piaŃa muncii în mod similar cu întreprinderile legale. În multe state membre i Ńări
terŃe, grupurile i reŃelele infracŃionale implicate în TDP corespund majorităŃii criteriilor UE pentru
a fi definite drept criminalitate organizată, inclusiv cele prevăzute în decizia/cadru din 20081 care
incriminează participarea la o organizaŃie criminală. TraficanŃii î i adaptează metodologia la mediul
în care operează i la pieŃele existente pentru exploatarea sexuală, munca forŃată i alte forme de
exploatare, cum ar fi cer etoria, infracŃiunile minore i chiar prelevarea de organe în scopul
transplanturilor. Cu toate că, la nivelul societăŃilor, a sporit gradul de con tientizare a ceea ce
înseamnă traficul de persoane i a pericolelor ascunse pe care le prezintă o oportunitate „prea
frumoasă pentru a fi adevărată”, există încă mii de persoane cu familii de întreŃinut care cad victime
traficanŃilor din cauza propriei lor disperări i situaŃii dificile.

1

Decizia/cadru 2008/841/JAI a Consiliului din 24 octombrie 2008 privind lupta împotriva
crimei organizate (JO L 300, 11.11.2008, p. 42).
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IV.

Rezumat al acŃiunilor în curs

În 2009, cooperarea UE împotriva TDP a reprezentat o chestiune importantă pe ordinea de zi,
în ceea ce prive te:
/ acŃiunea legislativă: al doilea proiect revizuit de decizie/cadru privind traficul de persoane1, care
va cuprinde dispoziŃii privind armonizarea dreptului penal, precum i măsuri privind protecŃia,
sprijinirea i asistenŃa acordată victimelor TDP,
/ instituirea reŃelei UE informale de raportori naŃionali sau mecanisme echivalente pe baza
concluziilor Consiliului adoptate la 4 iunie 20092,
/ o evaluare a cooperării Schengen, în special în ceea ce prive te funcŃionarea acesteia împotriva
TDB, care are drept obiectiv un raport care va face obiectul unor discuŃii ulterioare în cadrul
structurilor de lucru ale Consiliului în vederea valorificării la maximum a constatărilor cuprinse în
acesta, numai după aprobarea de către statele membre a noii metode bazate pe abordarea tematică i
geografică.
Mai mult, cu ocazia celei de a treia ediŃii a Zilei împotriva traficului de persoane, conferinŃa
ministerială desfă urată la Bruxelles la 19/20 octombrie 2009 a abordat TDP ca o prioritate cheie
care urmează să fie abordată la nivelul UE i în cooperare cu Ńări, regiuni i organizaŃii terŃe la nivel
internaŃional, cu ONG/uri i alte părŃi interesate3. […].
În paralel, statele membre, Comisia, organizaŃiile internaŃionale i ONG/urile au desfă urat acŃiuni
diverse împotriva TDP în cadrul UE i cu Ńări din afara acesteia.
În sfâr it, Programul preconizat multianual de la Stockholm pentru acŃiune în domeniul justiŃiei i al
afacerilor interne va furniza un cadru în care se vor desfă ura orice acŃiuni viitoare importante
împotriva TDB, inclusiv strategia propusă de Comisie în raportul său din 2008 cu privire la planul
de acŃiune din 2005 i la care prezentul DOA reprezintă o contribuŃie.

1
2
3

COM(2009) 136 final, 8151/09 DROIPEN 17 MIGR 37.
8723/4/09 CRIMORG 63 MIGR 43 ENFOPOL 86.
AT a formulat o rezervă de examinare.
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V.

Recomandări

1.

Obiective 8i principii generale de orientare a punerii în aplicare a DOA

(i)

În plus faŃă de dezvoltarea necesară i continuă a politicii interne a UE împotriva TDP, scopul

prezentului DOA este acela de a consolida angajamentul i acŃiunea coordonată a UE i a statelor
membre în vederea prevenirii i combaterii TDP sub toate formele de exploatare, în parteneriat cu
Ńările, regiunile i organizaŃiile terŃe la nivel internaŃional. DOA urmăre te promovarea unei
abordări proactive, mai degrabă decât reactive.
(ii)

DOA se bazează pe recunoa terea faptului că, pentru a lupta în mod eficient împotriva TDP,

este necesară o abordare integrată, holistică i multidisciplinară, care are la bază respectul pentru
drepturile omului i pentru statul de drept, inclusiv dintr/o perspectivă a egalităŃii între femei i
bărbaŃi i a drepturilor copilului. Trebuie respectate, în special, principiile prevăzute în ConvenŃia
ONU cu privire la drepturile copilului i în cele două protocoale opŃionale la aceasta, conform
cărora copiii care sunt victime ale traficului au dreptul la protecŃie i îngrijire i nu ar trebui să fie
deŃinuŃi sau sancŃionaŃi pentru implicarea lor în activităŃi infracŃionale pe care au fost obligaŃi să le
comită ca o consecinŃă directă a faptului că fac obiectul TDP, precum i ConvenŃia ONU privind
eliminarea tuturor formelor de discriminare împotriva femeilor (CEDAW) i protocoalele opŃionale
la aceasta.
Această abordare necesită un răspuns politic care să depă ească dimensiunea externă a JAI,
incluzând relaŃiile externe, cooperarea pentru dezvoltare, afacerile sociale i ocuparea forŃei de
muncă, politica din domeniul migraŃiei, egalitatea dintre femei i bărbaŃi, dezvoltarea capacităŃilor
i nediscriminarea, i implicând toŃi actorii interesaŃi, la nivel guvernamental, precum i
neguvernamental i internaŃional.
Prezentul DOA ar trebui să constituie o contribuŃie la politica de relaŃii externe a UE i la
activităŃile de programare cu Ńările, regiunile i organizaŃiile terŃe la nivel internaŃional, inclusiv
cooperarea pentru dezvoltare, i să fie însoŃit de acŃiuni din partea statelor membre i a organismelor
relevante ale UE.
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(iii) Pentru a răspunde acordării de prioritate sporită traficului de persoane în cadrul dimensiunii
externe a UE, pentru a valorifica la maxim resursele, a spori eficienŃa i durabilitatea i a evita
suprapunerea eforturilor, prezentul DOA urmăre te să asigure sporirea coordonării i a coerenŃei
acŃiunilor UE faŃă de Ńările, regiunile i organizaŃiile terŃe la nivel internaŃional. În acest scop i fără
a aduce atingere mandatelor i activităŃii celorlalte organisme ale UE precum Eurojust, Europol,
Frontex, FRA i a reŃelei UE informale de raportori naŃionali sau mecanisme echivalente, ar trebui
examinată instituirea unui mecanism de coordonare la nivelul UE care să implice statele membre,
Comisia, agenŃiile UE i alte părŃi interesate cheie, după caz1.
(iv) În plus faŃă de monitorizarea periodică, astfel cum este prevăzut în secŃiunea VI, prezentul
DOA ar trebui de asemenea reexaminat, revizuit i actualizat la intervale adecvate, pentru a se
asigura evoluŃia către un răspuns coordonat i coerent, care să acorde prioritate acŃiunilor împotriva
TDP în cadrul dimensiunii externe a UE. În legătură cu o astfel de reexaminare, revizuire i
actualizare, se poate adopta o decizie prin care să se acorde prioritate unor domenii identificate i
specifice de cooperare dintre UE, Ńări, regiuni i organizaŃii terŃe la nivel internaŃional. ContribuŃia
grupului reînnoit de experŃi al Comisiei, al reŃelei UE informale de raportori naŃionali sau
mecanisme echivalente, precum i consultările cu Eurojust, Europol, Frontex i FRA se pot dovedi
utile în acest scop.
(v)

Mai mult, obiectivul DOA este acela de a oferi o serie de acŃiuni/cheie non/exhaustive, care

să fie întreprinse i promovate în vederea consolidării parteneriatelor privind acŃiunile preventive
durabile, o mai bună protecŃie, sprijinire i reabilitare a victimelor, precum i consolidarea aplicării
dreptului i a răspunsului juridic internaŃional în materie de TDP.

1

Cf. JO C 311, 9.12.2005, Planul de acŃiune 2005, acŃiunea 1.3 litera (b).
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2.

ÎmbunătăŃirea cooperării 8i a coordonării acŃiunilor UE împotriva traficului de

persoane faŃă de Ńările terŃe
(i)

În legătură cu monitorizarea periodică menŃionată în secŃiunea VI i în vederea contribuirii la

o reexaminare, revizie i actualizare periodice ale acŃiunilor UE împotriva TDP în parteneriat cu
Ńările, regiunile i organizaŃiile terŃe la nivel internaŃional, precum i în scopul dezvoltării unui
răspuns coordonat i coerent, Comisia i statele membre sunt invitate să elaboreze un tabel care să
repertorieze acŃiunile întreprinse, inclusiv pe baza acordurilor de cooperare menŃionate în secŃiunea
V punctul 3.3 subpunctul (iv) din prezentul DOA. Un astfel de tabel ar trebui să contribuie la o
analiză i la concluzii privind viitoarele măsuri de cooperare la nivel politic, tehnic i operaŃional,
inclusiv la nivel naŃional. ContribuŃiile grupului reconstituit de experŃi al Comisiei privind TDP, ale
reŃelei UE informale de raportori naŃionali sau mecanisme echivalente, precum i ale Eurojust,
Europol, Frontex i FRA se pot dovedi utile în acest scop.
(ii)

Instrumentele adecvate de finanŃare a relaŃiilor externe ale UE ar trebui să prevadă o finanŃare

corespunzătoare i specifică pentru acordarea de prioritate i intensificarea acŃiunilor împotriva
TDP între UE, Ńările, regiunile i organizaŃiile terŃe la nivel internaŃional. În vederea îmbunătăŃirii
coordonării dintre donatori, pentru a facilita dezvoltarea de activităŃi de programare i pentru a
consolida sinergiile dintre programele i activităŃile existente, ambasadele UE, agenŃiile de
dezvoltare de pe teren ale statelor membre i delegaŃiile CE ar trebui să îmbunătăŃească schimbul de
informaŃii cu privire la acŃiunile întreprinse împotriva TDP. DelegaŃiile CE ar trebui să î i asume un
rol de conducere în ameliorarea coordonării donatorilor în Ńări i regiuni terŃe la nivel internaŃional.
(iii) Pe lângă finanŃarea obi nuită bazată pe proiecte, ar trebui de asemenea ca viitorul sprijin
financiar să fie, în situaŃiile în care nu este deja prevăzut, direcŃionat către sprijinirea pe termen lung i
durabilă a organizaŃiilor, structurilor i mecanismelor care au făcut dovada utilităŃii lor prin acŃiuni în
domeniul TDP, dar care nu sunt în măsură să î i continue activităŃile fără finanŃare externă.
(iv) În vederea facilitării coordonării, a schimbului de informaŃii i a creării de reŃele între toate
părŃile interesate, incluzând Ńările, regiunile i organizaŃiile terŃe la nivel internaŃional, ar trebui să
fie continuate lucrările în vederea creării unui portal UE împotriva TDP, pe baza activităŃii deja
întreprinse până în prezent1.

1

Cf. www.national/rapporteurs.eu
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(v)

În cadrul proiectului finanŃat de UE „Către acŃiuni ale UE la nivel mondial împotriva TDP”1,

o reuniune de reŃea, organizată în aprilie 2010, va fi consacrată aspectului privind crearea de
parteneriate împotriva TDP între UE, Ńări, regiuni i organizaŃii terŃe la nivel internaŃional, precum
i coordonării i coerenŃei acestor acŃiuni în cadrul UE.
3.

Dezvoltarea parteneriatelor împotriva TDP între UE, Ńări, regiuni 8i organizaŃii terŃe la

nivel internaŃional
(i)

TDP este un fenomen care depă e te frontierele UE i pe cele ale statelor sale membre. Prin

urmare, dezvoltarea i consolidarea de parteneriate între UE, Ńări, regiuni i organizaŃii terŃe la nivel
internaŃional este indispensabilă pentru consolidarea răspunsului. În consecinŃă, TDP ar trebui să i
se acorde prioritate sporită ca problemă comună i obiectiv politic comun în cadrul dimensiunii
externe a UE.
(ii)

În situaŃia în care TDP reprezintă o preocupare comună specială pentru UE i Ńări sau regiuni/

cheie la nivel internaŃional, părŃile ar putea institui parteneriate specifice împotriva TDP sau încheia
acorduri specifice, pentru a direcŃiona acŃiunile specifice ulterioare către toate domeniile relevante
i a aborda toate cauzele principale identificate. Parteneriatele ar trebui să se bazeze pe o evaluare a
nevoilor, inclusiv din perspectiva unei abordări orientate către victime i pe drepturile omului, i pe
oportunităŃile de cooperare practică i operaŃională, inclusiv protecŃia adecvată a datelor pentru
schimbul de informaŃii, i ar trebui să ia în calcul experienŃele parteneriatelor existente, la nivel
bilateral i multilateral,

parteneriatele privind mobilitatea, în domeniile legate de TDP,

precum migraŃia. În această privinŃă, abordarea globală a migraŃiei de către UE din 2005
(dimensiunea externă a politicii în domeniul migraŃiei a UE) ar trebui să reprezinte un punct de
referinŃă esenŃial; abordarea globală include, ca unul din obiectivele sale, lupta împotriva TDP.
ConferinŃele ministeriale privind migraŃia care au avut loc în cadrul abordării globale în ultimii ani
(de exemplu, la Rabat/Paris, Tripoli, Albufeira, Praga) au subliniat această intenŃie i au condus la
acorduri asupra unor proiecte concrete.

1

JLS/2008/ISEC/AG/061, Ministerul suedez al JustiŃiei în parteneriat cu OrganizaŃia
InternaŃională pentru MigraŃie, Austria, Finlanda, Italia, Portugalia, raportorul naŃional al
Qărilor de Jos i Payoke (BE).
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Evaluarea specifică a ameninŃării, menŃionată la punctul 3.4. subpunctul (ii), va oferi o bază pentru
astfel de evaluări. O serie de clauze standard ar trebui dezvoltate i adaptate în funcŃie de condiŃiile
preliminare ale acordului specific în cauză. De asemenea, ar trebui luată în considerare întocmirea
unei liste de Ńări terŃe i regiuni cu care UE ar trebui să dezvolte parteneriate. Instituirea de
programe de schimb pentru personalul din domeniile în cauză i pentru beneficiul reciproc al
părŃilor implicate ar trebui luată în considerare ca o modalitate concretă de a consolida cooperarea
în acest context.
(iii) Ca răspuns la o nouă tendinŃă sau un nou model în ceea ce prive te TDP, de exemplu o
cre tere semnificativă a numărului victimelor TDP într/un context sau cu un itinerar similar, i
pentru a aborda acest lucru în mod corespunzător, ar putea fi considerată necesară întreprinderea
unui efort comun în parteneriat cu o Ńară, regiune sau organizaŃie terŃă la nivel internaŃional. În acest
scop, statele membre, în cooperare cu Europol i Frontex, ar putea institui echipe de acŃiune rapidă
(EAR). Respectivele EAR ar trebui să fie formate din experŃi din statele membre, inclusiv ofiŃeri de
legătură, precum i experŃi ai Europol i Frontex, după caz. O EAR ar trebui utilizată pentru a
sprijini o Ńară, regiune sau organizaŃie internaŃională terŃă specifică în domeniul gestionării
migraŃiei, de exemplu prin sprijinul acordat Ńărilor terŃe în identificarea victimelor TDP în
aeroporturi, înainte de îmbarcare, sau prin asigurarea formării în ceea ce prive te identificarea
victimelor i a documentelor de identitate falsificate. Înainte ca o EAR să î i înceapă activitatea, ar
trebui avută în vedere asigurarea adăpostului i asistenŃei pentru orice victime identificate în
respectiva Ńară terŃă.
(iv) În scopul consolidării răspunsului UE i al acordării unei priorităŃi sporite TDP în cadrul
dimensiunii externe a UE, multitudinea de acorduri de cooperare existente ar trebui utilizate pe
deplin, inclusiv articolele privind cooperarea i acordurile de asociere, viitoare sau revizuite, în
măsura în care acestea aduc valoare adăugată sau îmbunătăŃesc punerea în aplicare a convenŃiilor
internaŃionale existente; documentele de strategie naŃională i regională i programele indicative;
parteneriatele strategice i procesele de cooperare, cum ar fi procesul de stabilizare i de asociere
pentru Balcanii de Vest; spaŃiul comun de liberate, securitate i justiŃie dintre UE i Rusia,
parteneriatele strategice UE/SUA i UE/Canada; politica europeană de vecinătate; Parteneriatul
euromediteraneean; Sinergia Mării Negre; Parteneriatul estic; parteneriatul UE/Ucraina în domeniul
justiŃiei, libertăŃii i securităŃii; planul de acŃiune de la Ouagadougou i Strategia UE/Africa;
dialogul cu China i India; Strategia pentru un nou parteneriat între UE i Asia Centrală;
Parteneriatul extins UE/ASEAN; cooperarea UE cu Asia de Sud i cu America Latină i Caraibe.
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(v)

În cadrul stabilirii TDP ca temă prioritară în contextul acordurilor de cooperare între UE, Ńări

i regiuni terŃe la nivel internaŃional, ar trebui luată în calcul considerarea TDP drept un domeniu de
cooperare specific, ceea ce ar extinde astfel, de asemenea, domeniul de acŃiune către domenii de
politică altele decât JAI i ar permite desfă urarea de acŃiuni cuprinzătoare în domeniile necesare, în
cazul în care împotriva TDP ar urma să fie luate măsuri mai eficiente i mai durabile, precum i
crearea de sinergii între măsurile împotriva TDP i alte domenii conexe de cooperare care ar putea
avea un impact asupra dinamicii traficului de persoane.
(vi) UE ar trebui să î i intensifice relaŃiile cu organizaŃiile internaŃionale i structurile regionale la
nivel internaŃional, inclusiv ICNUR1, UNODC2, OIM3, AG a ONU4, OIM5, OSCE6, ICMPD7 i
Consiliul Europei, pentru a îmbunătăŃi desfă urarea acŃiunilor împotriva TDP cu i în Ńări i regiuni
terŃe la nivel internaŃional. În plus faŃă de promovarea acquis/ului Uniunii Europene în ceea ce
prive te TDP, convenŃiile multilaterale, cum ar fi Protocolul ONU privind prevenirea, reprimarea i
pedepsirea traficului de persoane, în special al femeilor i copiilor8, i ConvenŃia Consiliului
Europei privind acŃiunea împotriva traficului de persoane9, oferă o bază solidă pentru dezvoltarea de
parteneriate între UE, Ńări, regiuni i organizaŃii terŃe la nivel internaŃional. UE ar trebui să
încurajeze semnarea i ratificarea ConvenŃiei Consiliului Europei i să discute cu privire la modul
de abordare a Ńărilor de destinaŃie i de tranzit care nu au ratificat Protocolul ONU sau nu participă
la chestionarele UNODC. Mecanismul de monitorizare (GRETA) instituit în temeiul ConvenŃiei
Consiliului Europei are potenŃialul de a oferi recomandări concrete în vederea unor acŃiuni
suplimentare în acest context.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

Înaltul Comisariat al NaŃiunilor Unite pentru RefugiaŃi
Biroul NaŃiunilor Unite pentru combaterea drogurilor i a criminalităŃii
OrganizaŃia InternaŃională a Muncii (ONU)
Adunarea Generală a OrganizaŃiei NaŃiunilor Unite
OrganizaŃia InternaŃională pentru MigraŃie
OrganizaŃia pentru Securitate i Cooperare în Europa
Centrul internaŃional pentru dezvoltarea unei politici privind migraŃia
Protocolul OrganizaŃiei NaŃiunilor Unite privind prevenirea, reprimarea i pedepsirea
traficului de persoane, în special al femeilor i copiilor, adiŃional la ConvenŃia ONU împotriva
criminalităŃii transnaŃionale organizate („Protocolul de la Palermo”).
ConvenŃia Consiliului Europei privind acŃiunea împotriva traficului de persoane, adoptată la
Var ovia la 16.5.2005, Seria tratatelor Consiliului Europei nr. 197.
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3.1

Delimitarea problemei

i) În lipsa informaŃiilor i a statisticilor, amploarea TDP este greu de determinat i este la fel de
dificil să se elaboreze politicile corespunzătoare i răspunsurile operaŃionale i legislative i să se
asigure punerea în aplicare eficientă a iniŃiativelor. Prin urmare, o serie de eforturi serioase în cadrul
dimensiunii externe a UE privind TDP ar trebui să promoveze evoluŃia către o mai clară înŃelegere a
cauzelor subiacente, a factorilor din Ńările de destinaŃie care facilitează TDP, a evoluŃiilor actuale în
ceea ce prive te victimele, traficanŃii i reŃelele infracŃionale, a modului de operare al acestora, a
rutelor de călătorie i a diferitelor forme de exploatare.
Lucrările desfă urate în cadrul mai multor iniŃiative la nivelul UE1 în scopul elaborării unui sistem
standardizat de colectare de date calitative i cantitative i de analiză a TDP ar trebui / după ce sunt
finalizate / schimbate cu Ńările terŃe, pentru a permite realizarea de comparaŃii în vederea elaborării
unui tabel comun sau cel puŃin comparabil în UE i în Ńările terŃe pentru colectarea i reunirea de
date referitoare la toate aspectele TDP.
ii)

UE ar trebui să continue promovarea instituirii de raportori naŃionali sau a unor mecanisme i

structuri de coordonare echivalente, în scopul îmbunătăŃirii schimbului de informaŃii i, drept
urmare, a înŃelegerii fenomenului TDP, spre beneficiul reciproc al UE i al Ńărilor, regiunilor i
organizaŃiilor terŃe la nivel internaŃional.
iii)

Pe parcursul dezvoltării activităŃilor acesteia, reŃeaua informală a raportorilor naŃionali i

mecanismele echivalente bazate pe concluziile Consiliului, adoptate la 4 iunie 20092, ar putea lua în
calcul posibilitatea de a coopera i de a schimba informaŃii cu structurile menŃionate la punctul 3.1.
subpunctul (ii) în Ńările terŃe.

1

2

De exemplu: orientări pentru colectarea datelor privind traficul de persoane (Ministerul de
interne al Austriei i OrganizaŃia InternaŃională pentru MigraŃie, cu sprijinul financiar al
programului ISEC, a se vedea www.iomvienna.at), indicatori privind traficul de persoane
(OIM i Comisia Europeană, a se vedea www.ilo.org), tabelele i schema standardizate pentru
colectarea pe tot cuprinsul UE a analizelor de date statistice privind copiii dispăruŃi i cei
exploataŃi sexual i privind traficul de persoane, fi ierele SIAMSECT, IRCP i criminalitatea
transnaŃională (Transcrime), Universitatea din Gand, bro ura privind colectarea de date
privind lupta împotriva traficului de persoane în Europa de Sud/Est, ICMPD 2008, i lucrările
din cadrul ReŃelei europene de migraŃie, a se vedea documentul 142/08, MIGRAPOL.
8723/4/09 CRIMORG 63 MIGR 43 ENFOPOL 86.
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iv)

În plus faŃă de evoluŃia către a arhitectură UE menită să îmbunătăŃească înŃelegerea TDP, care

cuprinde elaborarea unui sistem standardizat de colectare i analiză, după cum se menŃionează la
subpunctul (i), ar trebui luată în considerare dezvoltarea unei metodologii corespunzătoare în
vederea creării unui sistem concis de colectare a informaŃiilor, sub forma unei liste simplificate i
organizate, cu un set limitat de indicatori/cheie, un index al TDP la nivelul UE, asociind, de
asemenea, Ńări, regiuni i organizaŃii terŃe la nivel internaŃional.

3.2

Prevenirea traficului de persoane, inclusiv abordarea 8i reducerea cererii

i)

Pentru a răspunde necesităŃii unui răspuns mai larg, coordonat i coerent faŃă de TDP, care să

depă ească dimensiunea externă a JAI, este necesar să fie continuate elaborarea i punerea în
aplicare a unor activităŃi de programare corespunzătoare, precum i consolidarea sinergiilor în toate
domeniile de politică externă (relaŃii externe, cooperarea pentru dezvoltare, afaceri sociale,
ocuparea forŃei de muncă, egalitatea dintre femei i bărbaŃi, buna guvernanŃă) pentru a lupta
împotriva cauzelor subiacente care contribuie la vulnerabilitatea persoanelor în faŃa riscurilor i la
posibilitatea ca acestea să devină victime ale TDP; sărăcia, lipsa oportunităŃilor, inegalitatea dintre
femei i bărbaŃi i conflictele civile constituie exemple adecvate ale unor astfel de cauze. Este, de
asemenea, important să fie abordaŃi factorii care sporesc vulnerabilitatea unei victime, cum ar fi
nivelul scăzut al educaŃiei, corupŃia, violenŃa îndreptată împotriva unui anumit sex i HIV/SIDA.
ii)

ActivităŃile de pregătire i de formare pentru misiunile civile internaŃionale de poliŃie i alte

misiuni ar trebui să abordeze subiectul TDP, inclusiv codurile de conduită, raportarea activităŃilor
de trafic de persoane, refuzul implicării în orice activitate care contribuie la exploatarea victimelor
TDP i capacitatea de a sprijini structurile locale în materie de TDP în zona în cauză. În momentul
subcontractării de întreprinderi pentru reconstruirea infrastructurilor sociale i fizice în zonele post/
conflict, ar trebui asigurată responsabilitatea personalului acestora în raport cu TDP.
iii)

În ceea ce prive te TDP către UE, pentru a îmbunătăŃi identificarea victimelor TDP, ar trebui

continuată dezvoltarea i punerea în aplicare a pregătirii diplomaŃilor, a ofiŃerilor de legătură i a
funcŃionarilor consulari i de cooperare pentru dezvoltare, deoarece ace tia sunt, frecvent, primul
punct de contact dintre autorităŃile Ńării de origine i victimele sau potenŃialele victime ale TDP, în
ceea ce prive te acordarea de vize i/sau returnarea în siguranŃă. Ar trebui, de asemenea, întreprinse
acŃiuni pentru a asigura accesului acestor funcŃionari la materiale corespunzătoare pentru a informa
persoanele vulnerabile cu privire la riscul de a deveni victime ale traficului de persoane.
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iv)

În vederea mobilizării societăŃii în scopul prevenirii TDP, companiile de transport care

operează dincolo de frontierele UE ar trebui invitate să elaboreze orientări, cuprinzând un cod etic
pentru companie, formarea personalului, alegerea numai a furnizorilor care condamnă TDP,
informarea călătorilor i stabilirea de contacte cu persoane/cheie la punctele de destinaŃie.
v)

Ar trebui continuată adoptarea de măsuri în vederea facilitării identificării victimelor i

potenŃialelor victime ale TDP la frontierele UE, inclusiv instituirea unor sisteme de trimitere pentru
victimele identificate În acest scop, este esenŃială formarea poliŃi tilor de frontieră i a agenŃilor
responsabili cu aplicarea legii din Ńările terŃe. Ar trebui continuată integrarea TDP în activitatea
Frontex. În plus, formarea agenŃilor responsabili cu aplicarea legii, inclusiv în contextul activităŃii
CEPOL, Europol i Frontex, ar trebui să includă furnizarea de informaŃii privind,

,

contextul naŃional i internaŃional referitor la TDP; conceptul i legislaŃia; mecanismele de
cooperare bilaterală, regională i internaŃională; legăturile dintre TDP i alte forme de criminalitate
organizată; diferitele forme de exploatare; profilul traficanŃilor i al victimelor i detalii privind
TDP i copiii. Formarea ar trebui de asemenea să permită dezvoltarea de competenŃe în domenii
precum colectarea de informaŃii/probe privind TDP; de metode i tehnici de cercetare; tratarea
victimelor i echilibrul dintre interesele victimei i cercetarea penală.
vi)

Având în vedere instrumentele existente, listele de control i/sau indicatori ar trebui detaliate

i dezvoltate în continuare pentru acŃiuni în vederea îmbunătăŃirii identificării din timp a victimelor
la frontierele UE, inclusiv acŃiunile menŃionate la subpunctele (iii), (iv) i (v). Ar trebui acordată o
atenŃie deosebită identificării i protejării minorilor neînsoŃiŃi i ar trebui utilizate proceduri speciale
în acest sens.
vii) ActivităŃile i formarea care urmăresc con tientizarea, inclusiv dezvoltarea de programe de
învăŃământ, ar trebui promovate în continuare în vederea îmbunătăŃirii identificării i protecŃiei
victimelor i ar trebui direcŃionate către grupurile/Ńintă relevante, inclusiv potenŃialele victime,
responsabilii politici, agenŃii responsabili cu aplicarea legii i poliŃi tii de frontieră, inspectoratele de
muncă, personalul diplomatic i consular i alŃi actori relevanŃi din Ńările terŃe care sunt susceptibili să
intre în contact cu victimele TDP, cum ar fi personalul medical, social i cel din domeniul ocupării
forŃei de muncă sau reprezentanŃii agenŃiilor de turism. Obiectivele globale ale activităŃilor de
con tientizare includ elaborarea unei mărci comune pentru campaniile de con tientizare sau adaptarea
unei mărci care a fost deja elaborată, în scopul îmbunătăŃirii pregătirii pentru a face faŃă TDP în mod
adecvat, al consolidării capacităŃii instituŃionale i al promovării durabilităŃii activităŃilor respective.
Ar trebui evaluate eficienŃa i durabilitatea activităŃilor de con tientizare.
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viii) Ar trebui subliniată importanŃa luptei împotriva cererii în vederea prevenirii i combaterii cu
succes a TDP. Pentru a descuraja cererea, care constituie o cauză subiacentă, favorizând toate
formele de exploatare a persoanelor i conducând către TDP, ar trebui adoptate sau consolidate
măsurile legislative i de alt tip, inclusiv măsurile educaŃionale, sociale, culturale i administrative.
Ar trebui întreprinse acŃiuni de prevenire i descurajare a cererii pentru exploatarea sexuală, precum
i pentru exploatarea prin muncă, în special în ceea ce prive te sectoarele propice exploatării, cum
ar fi agricultura, sectorul construcŃiilor, activităŃile de catering i de turism i munca domestică1.
ix)

Ca răspuns la cererea de servicii sexuale, copiii fac obiectul traficului de persoane către

staŃiuni turistice în scopul exploatării de către delincvenŃi sexuali itineranŃi, dintre care unii provin
din state membre ale UE. De asemenea, copiii fac obiectul traficului în vederea producerii de
imagini înfăŃi ând abuzuri sexuale împotriva copiilor. Pe măsură ce î i continuă i î i intensifică
rolul activ în forurile internaŃionale în ceea ce prive te promovarea drepturilor copilului, UE ar
trebui să acorde o atenŃie sporită delincvenŃilor sexuali itineranŃi i producerii de imagini înfăŃi ând
abuzuri sexuale împotriva copiilor. Ar trebui promovată cunoa terea impactului turismului
provenind din UE asupra exploatării copiilor de către delincvenŃi sexuali itineranŃi, în vederea
dezvoltării unor măsuri adecvate pentru combaterea acestui fenomen, inclusiv a unor campanii de
con tientizare destinate agenŃiilor de turism i sectorului turismului.

3.3

ProtecŃia 8i acordarea de sprijin victimelor traficului de persoane

i)

Măsurile/cheie care trebuie promovate în mod continuu pentru a se asigura că victimele TDP

beneficiază de protecŃie i sprijin adecvate ar trebui să includă cazarea adecvată i în siguranŃă,
consilierea i informarea, acordarea de protecŃie internaŃională în conformitate cu Directiva
2004/83/CE, asistenŃa juridică, îngrijirile medicale, sprijinul psihologic i material. Pentru a sprijini
punerea în aplicare a instrumentelor internaŃionale existente, instituirea i dezvoltarea unei perioade
de reflecŃie pentru victimă i posibilitatea eliberării unor permise temporare de edere au un caracter
esenŃial. Dreptul specific la protecŃie i recunoa terea intereselor superioare ale copilului victimă a
traficului de persoane trebuie întotdeauna asigurate.

1

ConvenŃia Consiliului Europei privind acŃiunea împotriva traficului de persoane, articolele 6
i 19, i Protocolul ONU privind prevenirea, reprimarea i pedepsirea traficului de persoane,
articolul 9 alineatul (5).
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(ii)

Crearea unor mecanisme de trimitere, inclusiv de trimitere transfrontalieră similar celui

prevăzut în manualul OSCE, pentru a asigura identificarea corespunzătoare i trimiterea victimelor
traficului i acordarea asistenŃei adecvate, astfel cum se precizează la subpunctul (i), i că drepturile
lor ca persoane sunt protejate, ar trebui promovată în continuare prin parteneriate între UE, Ńări,
regiuni i organizaŃii terŃe la nivel internaŃional. Mecanismele de trimitere ar trebui să prevadă, ca
cerinŃe minime:
/

orientări cu privire la identificarea i tratarea victimelor TDP, inclusiv orientări specifice

privind tratarea copiilor pentru a se asigura că ace tia beneficiază de asistenŃă corespunzătoare în
funcŃie de vulnerabilitatea i drepturile speciale ale acestora,
/

un sistem central fiabil orientat către victime pentru a trimite victimele TDP către agenŃii i

organizaŃii specializate care oferă protecŃie i sprijin,
/

dezvoltarea de mecanisme care să transforme asistenŃa acordată victimelor traficului de

persoane într/o parte funcŃională a eforturilor de cercetare i de urmărire penală.

3.4

Cercetarea, urmărirea penală 8i controlul frontierei externe a UE

i)

TDP ar trebui să ocupe un loc prioritar în cadrul intensificării continue a cooperării dintre

Frontex, Eurojust i Europol i Ńările terŃe prin intermediul punerii în aplicare a acordurilor de
cooperare, al punctelor de contact i al activităŃilor operaŃionale.
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ii)

O caracteristică a grupurilor infracŃionale implicate în TDP este că acestea operează nu numai

în Ńările de origine i de tranzit, ci i pe teritoriul statelor membre ale UE. CirculaŃia transfrontalieră
a infractorilor, a „mărfurilor” acestora, victimele în cazul TDP, i a profiturilor de pe urma
activităŃilor acestora reprezintă o ameninŃare serioasă la adresa ComunităŃii. În conformitate cu
Concluziile Consiliului din 12 octombrie 2005 privind anchetele poliŃiene ti bazate pe informaŃii1 i
Concluziile Consiliului privind arhitectura securităŃii interne2, ar trebui elaborată o evaluare
specifică a ameninŃării pe care o reprezintă TDP pentru UE, inclusiv provenind din Ńări i regiuni
terŃe, pe baza contribuŃiilor transmise de statele membre pentru evaluarea Europol a ameninŃării pe
care o reprezintă criminalitatea organizată (OCTA)3, evaluarea ameninŃării pe care o reprezintă
criminalitatea organizată din Rusia (ROCTA)4 i evaluarea ameninŃării pe care o reprezintă
criminalitatea organizată din Europa de Sud/Est (SEEOCTA) […] i în conformitate cu priorităŃile
stabilite în Concluziile Consiliului privind priorităŃile UE pentru combaterea criminalităŃii
organizate pentru 2009 i 20105, inclusiv pe baza informaŃiilor, a analizelor de risc i a studiilor din
partea Frontex, Eurojust, COSPOL (Planul strategic operaŃional global pentru poliŃie) i a
proiectelor din cadrul PCTF (Grupul operativ al efilor poliŃiilor din Uniunea Europeană), la care se
adaugă informaŃiile suplimentare din partea statelor membre i a Ńărilor terŃe, atunci când acestea
sunt disponibile. Evaluarea specifică a ameninŃării va oferi o bază pentru evaluarea parteneriatelor
anti/TDP/în vederea combaterii TDP i pentru întocmirea unei liste de Ńări terŃe i regiuni prioritare,
astfel cum se menŃionează la punctul 3 subpunctul (ii).

1
2
3
4
5

10180/4/05 CRIMORG 56 ENFOPOL 75.
9596/06 JAI 271 CATS 104.
8061/09 CRIMORG 47 (EU RESTREINT)
15819/08 CRIMORG 197 EUROPOL 244 (EU RESTREINT).
8301/3/2009 CRIMORG 54.
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iii)

Cercetările la nivel regional i naŃional legate de TDP, judiciare i/sau poliŃiene ti, trebuie

desfă urate mai frecvent dincolo de frontierele statului în care se iniŃiază urmărirea penală, nu în
ultimul rând în Ńări din afara UE, pentru a se reduce TDP.

În acest scop, TDP ar trebui tratat ca

una din priorităŃi în cadrul îndeplinirii cererilor celorlalte Ńări. Ar trebui promovată constituirea de
echipe comune de anchetă (JIT) i, cel puŃin, utilizarea anchetelor „în oglindă”. AgenŃiile de
aplicare a legii din statele membre ar trebui, de asemenea, să profite de existenŃa unor organizaŃii
precum Eurojust, Europol, Frontex, pentru a se asigura că colaborarea în fază incipientă cu i între
aceste agenŃii devine o obi nuinŃă, inclusiv implicarea Ńărilor i organizaŃiilor terŃe, precum Interpol
sau IniŃiativa de Cooperare în Europa de Sud/Est (SECI), în activităŃile operative conduse sau
sprijinite de aceste agenŃii. Practica schimbului de informaŃii publice i secrete cu privire la
operaŃiuni, cercetări i urmăriri penale va contribui la obŃinerea celor mai bune informaŃii i la
dezvoltarea anchetelor poliŃiene ti bazate pe informaŃii privind TDP, precum i la sprijinul
operaŃional pentru acŃiunile de aplicare a legii i juridice împotriva TDP.
iv)

Ar trebui luată în considerare continuarea dezvoltării, în cadrul structurilor existente, a reŃelei

europene de agenŃi de aplicare a legii i de autorităŃi judiciare din statele membre, a Eurojust,
Europol i Frontex, care pot contribui la schimbul de bune practici, colectarea de informaŃii,
semnalarea evoluŃiilor i a dezvoltărilor i luarea în calcul în mod corespunzător a rolului Europol i
Eurojust în ceea ce prive te competenŃele acestora în instituirea de JIT. O astfel de reŃea ar putea
solicita sprijin financiar pentru dezvoltarea activităŃilor sale din partea unui program UE relevant,
inclusiv programul ISEC.
v)

ReŃelele ofiŃerilor de legătură, inclusiv agenŃii de la serviciul imigrare, ar trebui să î i

intensifice atenŃia acordată TDP în vederea îmbunătăŃirii cooperării operaŃionale i a schimbului de
informaŃii solicitate, după caz, pentru a facilita anchetele comune între statele membre UE i
anchetele între statele membre UE i Ńările sau regiunile terŃe.
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3.5

Returnarea în siguranŃă 8i reintegrarea

i)

În cadrul eforturilor de creare a unor structuri sustenabile în vederea returnării în siguranŃă i,

în măsura posibilului, voluntare, i a reintegrării reu ite a victimelor TDP, ar trebui continuată
promovarea i intensificarea stabilirii de reŃele i a efectuării de schimburi transfrontaliere între
organizaŃiile implicate în acordarea de asistenŃă victimelor, inclusiv în vederea dezvoltării
accesibilităŃii informaŃiilor de la/către structurile de asistenŃă guvernamentale i neguvernamentale,
precum i a unor programe de returnare voluntară i în siguranŃă i de reintegrare a victimelor
traficului de persoane. Un sprijin util în acest scop ar putea fi oferit de un portal UE împotriva TDP
i de dezvoltarea unor modele de acorduri pentru Ńări specifice.
ii)

Programele de reintegrare i de returnare ar trebui să urmărească emanciparea i incluziunea

socială a victimelor TDP, inclusiv siguranŃa i bunăstarea victimei, oportunităŃi de a găsi mijloace
de existenŃă viabile i prevenirea unei noi victimizări i reducerea riscului de a face din nou obiectul
traficului. Ar trebui observat faptul că victimele TDP din Ńările terŃe cărora li s/a acordat un permis
temporar de edere în temeiul Directivei 2004/81/CE a Consiliului nu trebuie să facă obiectul unei
interdicŃii de intrare în conformitate cu articolul 11 alineatul (3) din Directiva 2008/115/CE privind
returnarea.
VI.

Urmărire

Comisia i Secretariatul Consiliului vor monitoriza în mod sistematic progresele înregistrate de
acŃiunile i activităŃile prezentate în prezentul document orientat către acŃiune i vor înainta, la
fiecare 18 luni, rapoarte către Consiliul JustiŃie i Afaceri Interne i Consiliul Afaceri Generale i
RelaŃii Externe, termenul primului raport fiind în iunie 2011. Acest raport va fi elaborat în cadrul
procedurii descrise în strategia pentru relaŃii externe din cadrul JAI. Eurojust, Europol, FRA i
Frontex sunt invitate să contribuie la monitorizarea prezentului DOA acolo unde este cazul.
Ori de câte ori este necesar, Pre edinŃia, Secretariatul Consiliului, Comisia i statele membre
interesate ar trebui să se reunească în cadrul structurilor Consiliului pentru a monitoriza, reexamina,
revizui i actualiza procesul de punere în aplicare a prezentului document orientat către acŃiune.
Aceste reuniuni ar trebui să contribuie la o abordare coerentă a dezvoltării strategiei UE pentru
dimensiunea externă a justiŃiei i a afacerilor interne.
_____________
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Anexă la ANEXĂ
Summary of current action by the Member States and the Commission
Austria
Because of its geographical location at the centre of Europe, Austria is affected by human
trafficking both as a transit country and target destination. According to estimates, the most frequent
phenomena of human trafficking in Austria include sexual exploitation, slave/like situations of
domestic servants and child trafficking.
In line with the provisions set out in the Austrian National Action Plan Against Human Trafficking,
Austria takes a comprehensive approach in combating human trafficking involving coordination at
the national level, prevention, victim protection, criminal prosecution and international cooperation.
Austria is a state party to all relevant legal instruments on combating human trafficking. It
undertakes every effort to implement the relevant international obligations and take concrete
measures to give them substance.
The Task Force on Human Trafficking, which is headed by the Federal Ministry for European and
International Affairs (FMEIA), was set up by a Ministerial Council Resolution in November 2004
and charged with coordinating and intensifying the measures taken by Austria in combating this
crime.
An important goal in combating human trafficking is raising the Austrian public’s awareness to this
issue. Consequently a number of events that attracted both public and media attention were
organised in 2007, 2008 and 2009, including discussions platforms “Joining Forces Against Human
Trafficking”. Supported by Austria, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
organised an event entitled “UN.GIFT – Vienna Forum to Fight Human Trafficking” at the Vienna
International Center (Austria Center Vienna) from 13 to 15 February 2008. As a host of important
international organisations with headquarters in Vienna, Austria tries to make the best possible use
of synergies opening up in this context.
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Measures were also launched by the Federal Ministry of the Interior to further sensitise law
enforcement officers to the issue of human trafficking.
The Federal Ministry of the Interior employs liaison officers in the fight against trafficking in
human beings in non/EU countries like Algeria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, the Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Georgia (covering Azerbaijan, too), Jordan, Kosovo, Moldova,
Morocco, the Russian Federation, Serbia, Turkey and Ukraine.
Furthermore, the Federal Ministry of the Interior uses Interpol for operational cooperation with
third/countries and is engaged in several bilateral and multilateral projects and initiatives, which
cover the fight against human trafficking. Amongst others, the Federal Ministry of the Interior
cooperates on bilateral level to protect family members of victims of trafficking in their home
countries and trains law enforcement officers in the identification and protection of possible victims
of trafficking in third countries.
Cooperation with Austria/based foreign representations of countries of origin was further
intensified. In this context the inclusion of the topic of human trafficking in consular staffs’ training
curriculum and the dissemination of information folders in the respective national language at the
Austrian representations abroad contribute to further raising staff’s awareness and sensitising them
to the topic of human trafficking before issuing a visa.
A large number of the activities undertaken by Austria aim to contribute to improving the situation
in the countries of origin (awareness raising for the local population; measures to improve the
socio/economic situation of particular high/risk groups; training of law enforcement officers;
support and assistance for the return of trafficked victims. In this context South East Europe is one
of the priority regions of the efforts launched under the Austrian Development Cooperation and
Cooperation with Eastern Europe/Austrian Development Agency (OEZA/ADA).
Another major challenge in combating human trafficking is the collection of reliable and
comparable data in all EU Member States. Austria supports the relevant activities within the EU
aimed at elaborating directives and standards for the collection of data on the topic of human
trafficking.
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As regards victim protection and cooperation with third countries, the city of Vienna created a
special shelter for children and for this purpose established a new institution in 2003 “Die
Drehscheibe” – which would translate as the “Revolving disk” in English / a centre for victims of
child trafficking and unaccompanied minor foreigners. The aim was not only to take care of these
children but also to cooperate with the countries of origin such as Romania, Bulgaria, Slovakia,
Hungary, Georgia and China to find long/term solutions. Social workers from Vienna hold training
courses for the staff in the countries of origin, and Vienna also supports the construction of “crisis
centres." These long/term measures of the “Drehscheibe” provide children with the possibility of a
safe return to their home countries.
Belgium
The initiatives of the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs with respect to preventive diplomacy
include the funding of the International Organization for Migration’s “Information Campaign on
Prevention of the Trafficking in Human Beings in the Russian Federation (St Petersburg region).
Belgium’s financial contribution to that campaign amounted to Eur. 270.350 (budget of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs).
Moreover, the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs issues directives for diplomatic staffs based in
certain positions. Indeed, referring to the National Action Plan, it has been asked to our diplomatic
staff in twelve specific countries to provide the Ministry with an evaluation on the following
questions/issues:
1.

How does the return of victims in countries of origin proceed? In particular:

2.

Do specialized shelters exist in these specific countries?

3.

How do local authorities react towards victims of human trafficking?

4.

How high are the risks that victims of human trafficking are being re/victimized by local
traffickers?
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The Immigration Office also has a project with a third country, namely Brazil. Indeed, the
Immigration Office, which is part of the Ministry of Home Affairs, is willing to finance (up to 50
000 EUR) Brazilian official institutions or NGOs, if relevant, so that they can afford a campaign in
particular regions of Brazil (the states of Goias and Minas Gerais) about the issue of human
trafficking. As a matter of fact, Brazilian nationals, especially from the states of Goias and Minas
Gerais, are often victims of traffickers in human beings in Belgium. Brazilian victims are usually
recruited in their home country before being taken to the Belgian territory where they often are
economically exploited by traffickers.
The objective of the Immigration Office is to provide potential victims with relevant information
about trafficking in human beings and to raise awareness of potential migrant against the activities
of traffickers. This objective is to be achieved by organizing an information campaign in both Brazil
(especially in the regions of Goias and Minas Gerais) and Belgium. Concretely, the Immigration
Office is planning to mandate a Brazilian local NGO or official institution to organize the
information campaign in the relevant regions. The Office also provides for the setting up of a close
collaboration between the Brazilian embassy, the local Brazilian NGOs and Belgian authorities.
The Belgian government also adopted an Action Plan against trafficking in human beings which
contains actions to be undertaken at the international level by Belgium. These actions include the
active representation of Belgian in multilateral negotiations and the communication of its ‘savoir/
faire’ in the field of anti/trafficking policies. Moreover, the Action Plan provides for the ratification
of the Council of Europe Convention on trafficking in human beings. This action has just been
achieved since Belgium has ratified the Convention in April 2009.
Moreover, Belgium has been involved in prevention activities aimed at raising awareness among
potential victims in their country of origin. Indeed, a project of ‘flyer’ has been developed by the
Belgian Interdepartmental Coordination Unit for the Fight against Trafficking and Smuggling in
Human Beings1. The ‘flyer’ is to be inserted in visas which are delivered by Belgian embassies in
‘sensitive’ countries (i.e. countries whose population is highly represented among THB victims).
The idea is to inform migrants about the risk of being trafficked in the country of destination.

1

The Interdepartmental Coordination Unit for the Fight against Trafficking and Smuggling in
Human Beings is a Belgian multiagency body, made up of all the federal (operational as well
as political) actors actively involved in the fight against human trafficking. The
Interdepartmental Unit is chaired by the Belgian Minister of Justice.
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Bulgaria
LEGISLATION: Trafficking in human beings was criminalized in the Bulgarian Penalty Code in
2002. In April 2009, the Penalty Code was amended to include more severe punishments and fines
for trafficking. A new article that targets demand for services from victims of trafficking was added
to harmonize the Penalty Code with article 19 of the Council of Europe Convention on Action
against Trafficking in Human Beings.
Within the budget of Ministry of Justice a special fund for compensation to victims of crime exists
including victims of human trafficking under the Crime Victim Assistance and Financial
Compensation Act (2007).
The Combating Trafficking in Human Beings Act was adopted in 2003. It founds and lays out the
functions and responsibilities of the National Commission for Combating Trafficking in Human
Beings.
NATIONAL COORDINATOR: The National Commission for Combating Trafficking in Human
Beings organises and coordinates the interaction between the institutions and organisations
executing the Combating Trafficking in Human Beings Act. It determines and directs the execution
of the national policy and strategy for prevention of human trafficking.
The National Commission for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings establishes Local
Commissions for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings in risky regions in Bulgaria. Currently,
there are five established Local commissions. The Local commissions implement the national
policy at regional level given local tendencies in the “human trafficking” phenomenon. They
organize and coordinate cooperation and counteraction and prevention efforts at local level.
NATIONAL PROGRAMME: Annually, the National Commission for Combating Trafficking in
Human Beings develops a National Programme for the Prevention and Counteraction of Trafficking
in Human Beings and Protection of the Victims. Priority in the Programme is given to prevention
and victims’ protection especially to women and children.
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PROTECTION: In April 2009, the first state/funded shelter for adult victims of human trafficking
was opened by the National Commission.
A total of eight state crisis centres for children victims of violence and human trafficking exist.
PREVENTION: The National Commission for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings conducts
awareness and information campaigns in partnership with institutions, international and non/
governmental organizations on national and local levels. In 2008, the National Commission carried
out three main national prevention campaigns:
•

16 Days against Violence against Women The campaign was launched with a video

conference with the participation of Ambassador Mark Lagan, Director of the Department for
Combating Human Trafficking with the State Department and Senior Advisor to the Secretary of
State. Together with the International Institute for Security and Cooperation, the National
Commission conducted several round/tables throughout the country. The campaign was closed
officially with a round/table discussion with the special participation of Ms. Eva Biaudet, OSCE
Special Representative and Co/ordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings.
•

Safe Vacation / The campaign was aimed at the students with a view to increasing their

awareness about the problem and the methods of involvement in trafficking. The campaign targeted
possible threats for student during their summer vacation.
•

18 October – European Day against Human Trafficking under the motto „Trafficking in

Human Beings: Time for Action”. Within a ten/day campaign, a school lesson was conducted
dedicated to the problem of human trafficking for students from the 5th to the 12th grade in more
than 3,000 schools in the country. The campaign had two target groups – students from the 5th to
the 12th grade and their teachers.
REFERRAL MECHANISMS: Coordination mechanism for referral, care and protection of
repatriated Bulgarian unattended minors and children – victims of trafficking returning from abroad
The Coordination mechanism for referral, care and protection of repatriated Bulgarian unattended
minors and children – victims of trafficking returning from abroad was officially signed by the
Chairperson of State Agency for Child Protection, by the Deputy Minister of Interior, the Deputy
Minister of Labour and Social Policy and by the Deputy Executive Director of Agency for Social
Assistance in 2005.
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By signing of the Coordination mechanism in 2005, the approach of Bulgarian institutions for
undertaking coordinated actions and clear delimitation of responsibilities was unified. These led to
an efficient application of the anti trafficking legislation. The Coordination mechanism explicitly
describes the coordinated actions and clear responsibilities of all actors in cases of trafficked
children.
National Referral Mechanism for Assistance of Victims of THB (NRM)
Since April 2008, the National Commission for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings has been
the main partner in the development of a National Referral Mechanism for Victims of THB (NRM).
The purpose of the NRM is to develop a victim centred system for referral of trafficked persons in
Bulgaria and to ensure their access to social, psychological, medical and legal services, to
humanitarian and reintegration programmes. In the frame of NRM several documents were
developed: Mapping the providers of social services for victims of THB in Bulgaria and analysis of
the recent gaps and needs; NRM structure – standard operating procedures; Common indicators for
identification of victims of THB.
Transnational referral mechanism (TRM)
Bulgaria participates as a junior partner in the project of „Programme to Support the Development
of Transnational Referral Mechanisms for Victims of Trafficking in South/Eastern Europe” and as
an expert partner in the “Development of a Transnational Referral Mechanism for victims of
trafficking between countries of origin and destination” implemented by ICMPD. Coordinator for
the country is the National Commission for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings.
The aim of the projects is the development of mechanisms necessary for comprehensive
transnational victim support and institutionalized cooperation on transnational cases between
participating countries.
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Cyprus
Domestic legislation has included provisions for the offence of sexual exploitation of persons since
2000. In 2007 though, the previous law was replaced by the Combating of Trafficking and
Exploitation of Persons and the Protection of Victims Law, Law No. 87(I)/2007. This new law
includes provisions for trafficking and various other forms of exploitation. Indeed, this law is
comprehensive and applicable in all its forms, considering the acquis communautaire, international
conventions and protocols, as well as the domestic legislation. On the 12th of October 2007, the
Government of the Republic of Cyprus ratified the Council of Europe Convention on Action against
Trafficking in Human Beings, by Law No. 38(III)/2007.
Under the provisions of the new law, a multidisciplinary group was set up. The group meets under
the presidency of the national coordinator, i.e. the Minister of Interior. The group consists of
representatives of the governmental department / services and NGOs. The tasks of the
multidisciplinary group are to review and amend the national action plan, to prevent, fight and
suppress human trafficking, to support the victims, to cooperate with the countries of origin, transit
or other destination countries for the victims, to take measures for the effective application of the
national action plan, to recommend changes in the Law, to organize seminars and training programs
for the members of the services involved, etc.
Furthermore, the Law 87(I)/2007 includes provisions for the protection and support of the victims.
All victims are offered assistance and support either by the Social Welfare Services or by NGOs.
Most of the victims are referred to the governmental shelter for victims of trafficking, which
operates since 26/11/2007, under the direction of the Social Welfare Services of the Ministry of
Labor and Social Insurance. The identified victims are given a 30 days reflection period in order to
recover from their exploitation and consciously decide on whether they will participate in criminal
proceedings.
A National Action Plan for the coordination of actions to combat trafficking in human beings and
the sexual exploitation of children was set up by a Group of Experts, consisted of representatives of
Governmental departments and NGOs. The National Action Plan is under revision. The new
version will be issued at the end of the year.
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In 2004, a THB Office was established within the Police. The main task of the Office is to
coordinate all actions related to THB, undertaken or conducted by various Police departments.
Besides, training seminars for the law enforcement officers have been occasionally organized, at the
Cyprus Police Academy. Apart from the seminars dealing with the usual issues of THB, specific
seminars were organized, presenting the issues of International cooperation and that of the
Operation Bagdad. Moreover, members of the Office participate in numerous relevant seminars
abroad, organized by the E.U., Europol, Interpol and other organizations.
Human Trafficking is considered as a cross/border crime and the Government is committed to
working with international partners to address this problem. Towards this direction, the Cyprus
Police actively participates in the Europol’s AWF Phoenix and contributes to Interpol’s requests as
well as to mutual assistance requests.
For the suppression of organized crime, the Government of the Republic of Cyprus has concluded
bilateral agreements which provide for the cooperation in combating and preventing organized
crime and other forms of criminality. In addition, the government of the Republic of Cyprus has
signed multilateral and bilateral agreements with the following European and third countries:
Austria, Czech Republic, Estonia, France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Malta, Poland,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, United Kingdom, Romania and Bulgaria, Armenia, China, Cuba, Egypt,
India, Iran, Israel, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Janahiriya, Russia, Syria and Ukraine.
Finally, an information campaign was launched by the Ministry of Interior from December 2008 to
April 2009, to raise awareness of the general public. Television spots were broadcasted on the
CyBC (Cyprus Broadcasting Corporation), posters were put up on highways, at airports, bus stops,
universities, colleges and governmental buildings. Moreover, leaflets were handed out at airports
and through the daily mail.
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Czech Republic
There are many activities to combat trafficking in human beings in the Czech Republic, which are
more or less similar to other activities in EU MS. Therefore regarding the legislation, statistics,
NRM, voluntary and safety return we refer e. g. to “2008 Status Report on Trafficking in Human
Beings in the Czech Republic”1. This text therefore reflects mainly the recent activities of the Czech
Republic in relation to the third countries.

•

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (hereinafter referred to as the ‘MFA’) is involved in the Inter/
ministerial Co/ordination Group (hereinafter referred to as the ‘IMCG‘) especially in order to
ensure the smooth exchange of information with embassies and consulates of the Czech
Republic abroad. Consular officials at all embassies and consulates were notified of the issue of
trafficking in human beings. They received material developed for the purpose of training of
consular officials. In 2008 the MFA distributed preventive materials drawn up by the IOM
in 2007 for consular official working in ten selected source countries (Russia, Ukraine,
Belarus, Moldova, Serbia, Macedonia, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Romania, and
Bulgaria). The project was financed by the Ministry of Interior (hereinafter referred to as the
‘MoI’).

At the same time the area of trafficking in human beings was included in training sessions for
consular officials before their departure to a consulate or embassy. Training was provided
predominantly to officials sent to work in the above selected countries. Such training sessions will
continue also in 2009, whilst consuls who are to work in selected countries will be also trained by
officials from the MoI. Further in 2008 the MFA assisted La Strada with the distribution of booklets
dealing with the prevention of trafficking in human beings and the exploitation of Vietnamese
migrants.

1

www.national/rapporteurs.eu or http://www.mvcr.cz/clanek/obchod/s/lidmi/dokumenty/
982041.aspx
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•

The MoI set up on the basis of information on victims included in the Programme of Support
and Protection of Victims of Trafficking (hereinafter referred to as the ‘Programme‘) an
indicative list of countries which may be, in terms of the Czech Republic, relevant as
both source and target countries. This list was, after the comments of members of the
IMCG, adjusted and then distributed to 34 Czech embassies and consulates abroad with
a request to obtain information, in particular from public administration authorities. With
respect to the short time limit for the processing of such information the MoI received through
the MAF only partial information. However even this data provided very interesting and in
some cases new information and will be used for more precise and targeted preventive and
informative activities in 2009. At the same time it was specified that in mid 2009 the list
would be updated and new information will be requested from abroad. Czech embassies and
consulates will be informed about such requirement by the MoI plenty in advance. The
following source countries were included in the list for 2008: Ukraine, Russia, Slovakia,
Kyrgyzstan, Vietnam, Mongolia, Romania, Moldova, Lithuania, Uzbekistan, Bulgaria, Brazil,
Turkmenistan, China, Macedonia, Belarus, Thailand, Ghana, Senegal, and Nigeria. As regards
target countries the following were included: the United Kingdom, Spain, Italy, France,
Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Austria, Ireland, Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland,
Greece, Japan, Israel, Mexico, and the USA.

•

In 2008 the MoI entered into cooperation with representatives of the University of Defence in
Brno. Seminars focusing on the issue of trafficking in human beings for the need of the
Army of the Czech Republic and scientific research were conducted within the Ministry of
Defence. In 2008 one lecture was held which will be followed up in 2009 by regular seminars
held for soldiers within the post/secondary school for military officers and for general staff.

•

On the basis of experience gained during a pilot project of prevention aimed at clients of
prostitution an information campaign against trafficking in human beings was launched
in 2007. This campaign continued in 2008 and 2009. It concentrates on a target group of
clients of prostitution and indirectly on victims of trafficking in human beings for the purpose
of sexual exploitation. Partner organisations established for the purpose of the campaign a
platform “Together against Trafficking in Human Beings”; the slogan of the campaign was
‘Don’t Be Afraid to Say It on Her Behalf’. Web sites in the Czech, English and German
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languages have been implemented (www.rekni/to.cz; www.sage/es.cz; www.say/it.cz).
Partner organisations operated telephone lines. Promotion materials of the campaign were
disseminated on public means of transport and at the airport in Prague, at border crossing
points with Germany and Austria and in clubs and restaurants in large cities in the Czech
Republic. The visuals of the campaign were printed also on tourist maps and erotic journals.
The campaign was welcomed positively by the target group, professionals as well as by the
media and consequently it contributed to a raised awareness of the general public of
trafficking in human beings. Some information notifying of suspicions of trafficking in human
beings in the Czech Republic received via telephone or e/mail were examined. The web
pages were visited by many people and will be operated in the future in addition to the
telephone lines. In the next part of the campaign materials were distributed in public
means of transport in about 10 largest cities of the Czech Republic. Currently,
additional agreements were concluded to extend the campaign in Prague and in Brno.
About 300 promotional picture postcards created within the campaign were distributed
through partner organisations to Germany.

•

The methodology of how to proceed in case of getting in contact with a potential victim of
human trafficking was also prepared for medicine doctors. The manual was prepared and
issued in May 2005 by the Czech Society for Protection of Children on the basis of the project
of Medical Prevention of Crime assigned by the Ministry of Health. The doctor´s manual
informs about the issue of human trafficking, lists the signs on the basis of which the
victim may be identified (including symptoms) and instructs them how to act in such
cases. The manual, including a short leaflet, will be distributed among doctors and published
in other internal materials of the Ministry of Health.
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•

In 2006 the MoI accredited a training programme (pursuant to Sec. 20 of Act 312/2002 Coll.,
on Officials of Self/governing Territorial Units and on the Amendment to Some Other Act, as
amended / ongoing training for officials of social departments, other staff of regional and
local authorities and street/workers; a target group comprised officials of social departments
of Regional Authorities and Municipal Offices in municipalities with an extended scope
of competences, other municipalities and streetGworkers of NGOs). In autumn 2006 a joint
application of the MoI and Ministry of Social Affairs and the Ministry of the Interior for
financial assistance from the Operational Programme – Human Resources Development – for
the national project ‘Training of Social Service Officials in the Issue of Trafficking in Human
Beings’ was approved. The project was implemented from September to December 2007 with
a number of seminars organised (minimally one seminar was held in each region, while in
those regions more affected by prostitution two seminars were organised). In total 2,000
relevant booklets and 12,000 leaflets (8,000 in Czech, 2,000 in Russian, and 2,000 in
Vietnamese) were published and distributed, and several types of handouts with contacts for
relevant assisting organisations were produced.

•

At the end of 2006 an analysis was carried out by IOM, upon the request of the MoI Interior,
entitled ‘Analysis of an Offer for Intermediating Work for Foreign Nationals Published by
Brokers in Russian Written Journals in the Czech Republic’. Its objective was to provide an
insight into how Russian written media is made use of with regard to the aim of offering
intermediation of work or offering to legalise residence. This analysis also demonstrated
wide/ranging, frequently illegal or corrupt, offers such as obtaining visas, establishing
business undertakings, or speeding up some procedures. During 2007 some results of this
analysis were used by relevant authorities (such as the criminal police, ABPS, UCOC, the
MLSA, and so on).
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•

The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports in cooperation with the MoI used the offer of
IOM Prague and addresses, through regional authorities, secondary schools with the offer of a
pilot implementation of ten discussions with students of selected secondary schools. Such
discussions were held within lessons at the end of the second term of the academic year 2006/
2007, when students try to find work or temporary work abroad. Schools showed great
interest in the discussions (the demand was, in terms of financial support for this pilot project,
three times higher than the offer). In comparison with the original objective to organise
seminars in the most risk areas (especially in areas displaying higher unemployment rates) it
was finally decided to hold such discussions in different regions at different types of schools.
Discussions focused not only on providing information on labour migration and general
information on trafficking in human beings, but also on overall mapping of knowledge of
secondary school students on the issue in question. At the end of the project a report which
mapped the knowledge and attitudes of students in this area and contained a range of useful
recommendations was submitted.

•

With regard to establishing competition with the so/called client system (illegal labour
brokers) and to prevent labour exploitation of migrants, two projects, financed by the Czech
Government and implemented by the Charity of the Czech Republic, are important:
Preventing Illegal Migration from Ukraine to the Czech Republic and Preventing Exploitation
of Labour Forces in the European Labour Market with a Special Focus on the Czech
Republic. In the framework of projects held in Ukraine, the Charity of the Czech Republic
operates, inter alia, three information centres which provide free assistance in obtaining all
required documents for legal residence and work in the Czech Republic and they offer help
with journey and accommodation. The aim of the project is to eliminate illegal and
exploitative practices of criminal networks of facilitators and brokers of illegal work.
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•

Also a pilot project of implementing “Assistance System for the Employment of Ukrainian
Nationals” was carried out under the support of the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs
and the MoI. As of 1 January 2008 a development project of the MoI was terminated and the
work was finished by the MLSA in March 2008. About 500 migrants and 200 employers used
some of the services of the system. Information on legal labour migration and risks of illegal
labour migration to the Czech Republic was distributed to 2,000 employers and several
thousands of potential migrants from Ukraine, through seminars, leaflets, personal
consultations, advertisements and mass media. This instrument was evaluated by employers,
migrants as well as by state administration authorities as useful and needed, although it cannot
replace primarily needed structural changes in the procedure for granting residence permits in
the Czech Republic, recognition of qualifications, and so forth. Further information is to be
found on the web page of the system:

•

.

In 2007 (on/going) ‘Zero Project’ was launched with the objective to support bilateral co/
operation / the exchange of experience and preparation of joint action of police forces
between the Czech Republic and Ukraine of both countries. As regards the Czech Republic,
police officers from the UCOR participate in the project.

The project is coordinated by IOM Kiev and financed by the Swedish government.

•

The MoI participates in the project of the ICMPD entitled “Data Collection and
Harmonized Information Systems”. The aim of the project is to develop common criteria
for data and information collection in the area of trafficking in human beings, to establish an
institutionalised system for collecting such data including a uniform national database both
for the purpose of analyses and description of the situation and for the purposes of possible
operative responses to the situation which may emerge.
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•

The second project implemented under the title “Supranational Referral Mechanism for
Victims of Trafficking in Human Beings in Source and Target Countries” is coordinated
again by the ICMPD. The aim of the project is to bring together existing national coordinating
mechanisms for the protection of and assistance to victims of trafficking in human beings,
unification of standards for services provided to victims, and in particular, strengthening of
international and bilateral cooperation in the area of repatriation and reintegration of victims.
The main output of this project will be setting principles of care for victims of trafficking in
human beings and their return to their country of origin.

Denmark
Police action against trafficking in human beings. In March 2007 the Danish Government launched
a National Plan of Actions against Trafficking in Human beings 2007/2010.
Furthermore, in September 2006 the Danish National Police published a new strategy for reinforced
police action against the criminals who control prostitution. The purpose of the strategy is to
counter procuring, exploitation and trafficking in women. The strategy defines an overarching
framework for the measures to be taken to step up the action against procuring and trafficking in
women.
Trafficking in women is among the crime areas that have been subjected to systematic, nationwide
police monitoring by the National Centre of Investigation(NCI) under the Danish National Police.
NCI provides assistance to the local police districts in Denmark, ensuring investigative coordination
across districts and in relation to international cooperative partners. In addition, NCI is able to
provide special investigative assistance in certain types of cases.
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It follows from the above/mentioned strategy that where links to other countries are detected in
connection with investigations against controllers of prostitution, the police district responsible for
investigations should consider the possibility, in connection with NCI, to launch a deeper
investigation into such links with assistance from relevant foreign authorities. For that purpose, NCI
will be able to arrange assistance by foreign police officers in Denmark or Danish police assistance
abroad, as well as it will be possible, through NCI, to take measures aimed to set up international
teams of investigators with participation from the Danish flying squad and foreign police agencies.
In connection with international relations, it may be added that, in their actions against criminals
who control prostitution, the police districts should also be alert at all times to the opportunities, via
NCI, to fully benefit from the police and customs cooperation between the Nordic countries, the
Baltic Sea Cooperation on Organized Crime and Europol and Interpol. In specific cases, NCI will
also be able to arrange assistance from Nordic police liaison officers abroad and foreign police
liaison officers in Denmark. In addition, the Thai authorities have pledged their assistance to Danish
police, to the widest extent possible, in the implementation of intensified police action against those
controllers of prostitution who have relations to Thailand.
Finally, it follows from the strategy that the police systematically should involve particularly
Europol and Eurojust in the cases where they may contribute to investigations aimed at controllers
of prostitution in Denmark or abroad.

Finland
Concerning legislation and action in Finland, trafficking in human beings and aggravated
trafficking in human beings were criminalized as offences in the Penal Code of in August 2004. The
European Union Council Directive 2004/81/EC on residence permits issued to third/country
nationals who are victims of trafficking has been transposed into national legislation in July 2006
by amending the Aliens Act. An amendment to the Act on the Integration of Immigrants and
Reception of Asylum Seekers to set up a system of measures to assist victims of human trafficking
entered into force in the beginning of 2007. An Act criminalizing the purchase of sexual services
from victims of human trafficking entered into force in October 2006.
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The Revised Plan of Action against Trafficking in Human Beings adopted by the Finnish
Government in 2008 emphasises preventive measures including awareness on the phenomenon and
curbing demand as well as training of different stakeholders directed especially on the identification
of victims of trafficking.
Like its predecessor from 2005, the Revised Plan is built on a human/rights/based and victim/
oriented approach and aims to take the child and gender aspect more closely into account in the
implementation of measures. The Government also appointed the Ombudsman for Minorities the
National Rapporteur on action against human trafficking, acting as an independent authority.
Each key ministry is responsible for the implementation and monitoring of measures of the Plan of
Action in their respective administrative sectors. Besides different authorities outreach work and
maintenance of contact channels as well as part of the other support measures associated with the
system of assistance for the victims are ensured by NGOs through project funding and operative
financial assistance. Monitoring of the implementation of the Plan of Action continues to be
undertaken by a cross/discipline steering group.

France
In the field of the fight against trafficking in human beings, France has set up structures that enable
it to respond to the dangers confronting it.
1.

The integration of international and European rules into the body of French law

Following France's ratification of the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised
Crime and its additional protocol, the Criminal Code was amended specifically to criminalise
trafficking in human beings, which was added to other offences relating to the various forms of
modern slavery (procuring, exploitation of begging, non/payment or insufficient payment of
vulnerable persons and the subjection of vulnerable persons to working or living conditions
contrary to human dignity).
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The essential provisions of criminal law that penalise the modern forms of slavery are in Chapter 5
of the Criminal Code, which concerns offences against human dignity and was extensively modified
by the Internal Security Act of 18 March 2003.
France has incorporated in its Criminal Code the international criminal definition of trafficking in
human beings that is used in the additional protocol to the UN Convention against Transnational
Organised Crime of 12 December 2000 (known as the Palermo Protocol).
It has also amended its legislation on the entry and residence of foreigners in order to introduce the
taking charge and legal protection of the victims of trafficking in human beings, in accordance with
the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings of 16 May 2005
(the Warsaw Convention).
At the same time France has set up an interministerial working party co/chaired by the Ministry of
Justice and the Ministry of the Interior, which brings together all the ministries responsible for
combating trafficking in human beings (including the Ministry responsible for the interior, the
Ministry responsible for immigration and the Ministry of Social Affairs) and the NGOs specialising
in combating THB (the International Migration Office).

, that working party is responsible

for setting up of a National Coordination Body and a National Rapporteur and drawing up a
national plan of action to combat trafficking in human beings with three axes: national measurement
of the phenomenon, prevention and a programme of training in the identification of victims.
Furthermore, France will participate to the mutual evaluation concerning THB in the framework of
the Schengen evaluation group (SHEVAL).
2.

The operational organisation in France

Within the Directorate/General of the National Police at the Ministry of the Interior, three central
offices have the task of combating trafficking in human beings:
/

the Central Office for the Prevention of Trafficking in Human Beings (OCRETH), of the
Central Directorate of the Criminal Police, concentrates its activities on combating
procurement networks;
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/

the Central Office for the Prevention of Violence against Persons (OCRVP), of the Central
Directorate of the Criminal Police, is more particularly in charge of matters relating to the
protection of children;

/

the Central Office for the Prevention of Illegal Immigration and the Employment of
Non/Registered Aliens (OCRIEST), of the Central Directorate of the Border Police, identifies
and dismantles illegal immigration networks and clandestine employment agencies.

The coordination of the activities of those three offices was enhanced in 2008 when a coordination,
analysis and operational support cell was set up within the Central Directorate of the Criminal
Police.
Within the Directorate/General of the National Gendarmerie at the same Ministry, there are two
central criminal police offices that also have the task of combating other forms of trafficking in
human beings, namely trafficking for purposes of exploitation in work, also called "forced labour",
and trafficking for the purpose of removing and trading in human organs. They are:
/

the Central Office for Combating Illegal Work (OCLTI);

/

the Central Office for Combating Damage to the Environment and Public Health
(OCLAESP).

Those five central offices are also members of the interministerial working party which has the task
of drawing up the national plan of action to combat trafficking in human beings.
As regards cooperation at European level, the operational information gathered by the departments
responsible for combating trafficking in human beings is sent to EUROPOL. France contributes to
the supply of information for the Phœnix European criminal analytical workfile on cross/border
procuring. In 2008 France made twenty/five contributions of information to the workfile.
At the same time, close bilateral contacts aimed at dismantling procurement networks have been set
up with Romania and Bulgaria. That strategy, begun in 2002 and 2003, continues to prove its worth
in terms of the identification, location and arrest of traffickers operating from their own countries.
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From the criminal point of view, Act No 2004/204 of 9 March 2004 adapting the law to criminal
developments provides the procedural means of combating effectively the organised gangs that
commit such crimes and offences.
Since 1 October 2004, where they are extremely complex, such cases have thus come within the
competence of the specialised inter/regional courts (JIRS) as regards organised crime; those courts
can employ special investigative techniques conferred on them by the legislator.
On 31 March 2008, forty/one cases were being dealt with by the JIRS, concerning offences
described as procuring or trafficking in human beings. Some have already resulted in convictions on
the basis of their classification as trafficking in human beings.
In addition, in the context of judicial cooperation at European level, a joint investigating team was
set up in 2008 by a JIRS and the Belgian judicial authorities within the framework of a judicial
investigation concerning trafficking in human beings.
More generally, the Directorate for Criminal Affairs and Pardons at the Ministry of Justice is
bringing to the attention of the criminal courts the specificity of the offence of trafficking in human
beings and the great importance of maintaining that classification whenever possible.

Germany
Situation report on trafficking in human beings
Since 1994, the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) has drawn up annual situation reports on
trafficking in human beings (THB) covering human trafficking for sexual exploitation and, since
2005, human trafficking for labour exploitation.
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These federal situation reports are addressed to the top/level management in the police and in
politics. They contain a summary of current intelligence on the situation and trends in the field of
human trafficking and are intended to enable police commanders and political decision makers to
assess the threat and damage potential of crimes related to human trafficking and its effects on the
overall crime situation in Germany, and to take necessary action. These situation reports help define
policy priorities in accordance with the actual situation and serve as a basis for decisions on actions
and resources.
The THB situation reports are based on data from the police crime statistics referring to Sections
232 and 233 of the German Criminal Code, which since 2005 have solely included legally
completed investigations. Other data are provided by the

criminal police offices and other

relevant authorities and institutions, which ensures a more comprehensive assessment of the
situation.
National Task Force on Trafficking in Women
With a view to the very complex issue of trafficking in women, which affects various policy areas,
stakeholders and levels, the Federal Government established a national task force on trafficking in
women led by the Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth in early
1997. The task force, which usually meets every three months, is composed of representatives from
• the Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (lead ministry),
• the Federal Ministry of the Interior,
• the Federal Ministry of Justice,
• the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs,
• the Federal Foreign Office,
• the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development,
• the Federal Government Commissioner for Migration, Refugees and Integration,
• the Federal Criminal Police Office,
• one representative of the technical conferences of the Länder ministries for home affairs,
justice, social affairs and gender equality,
• German nationwide activist coordination group combating trafficking in women and violence
against women in the process of migration (KOK e.V.))
• the specialised counselling service SOLWODI (reg’d society), and
• the Federal Association of Non/statutory Welfare Organisations (BAGFW).
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Depending on the central topic, other experts or institutions are also involved, for instance the
German Association of Cities and Towns, the Federal Ministry of Economics, relevant
criminal police offices, etc. Special sub/working groups are set up as appropriate to prepare specific
draft decisions.
The National Task Force on Trafficking in Women has the following tasks:
•

regularly sharing information about the variety of activities in the 16 federal states (

)

and in national and international bodies,
• analysing specific problems in fighting the trafficking of women, and
• drafting recommendations and taking joint action as appropriate to fight trafficking in women.
The National Task Force on Trafficking in Women and the National Task Force on Domestic
Violence are responsible for the second Action Plan II of the Federal Government to Combat
Violence against Women. The Federal Government has no special plan of action to combat human
trafficking, but addresses the various manifestations of crimes related to human trafficking in
various plans of action. For example, specific measures to combat trafficking in women were
included into the chapter on sexual exploitation in the Action Plan II of the Federal Government to
Combat Violence Against Women, which was adopted in September 2007 and covers a total of 130
measures of the Federal Government to combat violence against women.
Among other key measures, the plan focuses on maintaining and expanding a network between
non/governmental organizations dedicated to fighting violence against women. For example, the
Federal Government helps forge and maintain links between shelters for women victims to
domestic violence (

) and the networking agency of women's

counselling centres and emergency hotlines for women. Also, the Federal Government supports the
Federal Association of counselling services and women's emergency lines (

) as a network of

special consultation services in Germany.
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With a view to better and faster distribution of information, a more targeted use of resources, and
more effective lobbying in favour of female migrants who are victims of human trafficking and
other forms of violence, it is necessary for various assistance services to form a network. A central
point of contact is also helpful with a view to greater international cooperation, particularly in the
field of combating trafficking in women. Various consultation services run by different stakeholders
therefore have established the Federal Association against Trafficking in Women and Violence
against Women in the Migration Process (KOK e.V.), which is also represented in the National
Task Force on Trafficking in Women, to contribute experiences of consultation services. KOK is
financially supported by the Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and
Youth.
(3) Fighting human trafficking for labour exploitation
Since the borders to the East/European countries have been opened, but also as a result of the
globalisation, trafficking has become a lucrative branch of organized crime and especially with
regard to human trafficking for labour exploitation. Until now Germany’s anti/trafficking policies
concerning labour exploitation followed only a criminal/law approach: It is in essence § 233 of the
German penal code that set out punishments for traffickers and trafficking itself. Both the adoption
of merely punitive policies in relation to the trafficking problem and a complementary vision
exclusively centred on the relevance of judicial processes, have been progressively altered.
Therefore Germany is trying now to encompass a more holistic approach, focusing on the human
dimension of the problem and not simply limiting it to a problem of migration, public order or
organised crime.
In order to combat effectively this complex and multifaceted reality in the field of labour exploition
Germany aims to follow an integrated approach, which underlines the human rights perspective. In
this sense, the federal government
/

is establishing national co/ordinating structures therefore and

/

is developing strategies centred on the prevention, support, empowerment and inclusion of
labour trafficking victims.

(4) Cooperation with third countries:
/

German police liaison officers are deployed in every important country of origin of human
trafficking victims and perpetrators to ensure fast and comprehensive information sharing.
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/

In certain third countries, e.g. Russia and Ukraine, the Federal Criminal Police Office carried
out training measures and gave presentations on combating human trafficking. On the
working level, regular meetings are held with representatives from Belarus in Germany and
Belarus alternately. To step up cooperation with Nigeria, representatives of NAPTIP
participated in a workshop organized by the Federal Criminal Police Office on combating
human trafficking in Nigeria.

/

KOK e.V. is continuing to set up a network of counselling services in the major countries of
origin and transit for trafficking in persons into Germany.

Greece
The current turn in the trends in Greece may be attributed, on the one hand to the wide offer of
women in the countries of origin and on the other, to the efficient response of the Greek law
enforcement authorities namely, through the improved operation and coordination of the Police
Anti/trafficking department and the higher sentences imposed to the offenders.
In this respect, Greece’s counter/Trafficking In Persons (TIP) strategy entails an inclusive
identification regime for the victim, immediate assistance and protection of the individual, granting
of residence and work permit to pursue a second chance in life.
Inter/agency cooperation is an imperative, and all competent authorities are working hand in hand
on a national and an international level to ensure cross/border cooperation of concerted counter/TIP
action. A National Coordination Mechanism (NCM) is recently established in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs aiming to coordinate all competent authorities and NGOs in the fight against TIP
and to plan, implement and evaluate counter/ TIP activities on a national basis.
The NCM is currently working on the:
a)

establishment of a twofold data base, one for the TIP victims, and one covering criminal

investigations and convictions.
b)

support of Police TIP task force operations and promotion of the participation of NGOs, with

a view to identify more victims and increase the number of penal investigations and convictions.
c)

Promotion nationwide of the awareness raising campaigns in collaboration with local,

regional and international Mass Media.
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New Legislation
Regarding the Legislation on combating trafficking in human beings, Greece has recently
established a new law in compliance to international engagements and aiming to preventing and
combating violence against children/victims of trafficking. Under law 3625/2007 “Ratification,
implementation of the Optional Protocol in the U.N. Convention adopted in Resolution 54/263 of
25th of May 2000, relating to children trafficking, child pornography” provisions have been
amended in order to facilitate the criminal proceeding for the involved minor victims.
Among these amendments we would mention the ex/officio appointment of an attorney, attorney,
the assistance of a child psychologist or child psychiatrist during the interrogation, the electronic
entry of the miner victims’ testimony. the avoidance of appearance in audience and the prohibition
to publish cases which may lead to identifying the minor victim.
Moreover, by law 3727/2008, the Council 0f Europe Convention on the protection of children
against sexual exploitation and sexual abuse (Lanzarote Convention) was ratified; the necessary
internal law provisions have been introduced for the Implementation of the Convention obligations,
which in the area of trafficking could be referred as:
Reinforcement of the criminal provisions for the situation of minor victims (including those of
trafficking), such as rehabilitation support, thee speed/up of Investigation procedures, the grant to
the minor victim of the civil party rights during the criminal procedure and the provisions for the
protection of witnesses are also applied in such criminal cases.

Other Actions taken:
1)

Ministry of Justice

Special training has been incorporated to the "Studies Program" of the compulsory course in The
National School of Judges and Prosecutors.
Further Seminars — Conferences have been organized in order to disseminate the new legislation
and to diffuse the provisions among the interested professionals, as lawyers, policemen, NGO’s ect.
Under the initiative of the Head Prosecutor of Athens, two Public Prosecutors have been appointed
in Athens, in order to deal with this phenomenon.
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A memorandum of Cooperation (Dec. 2005) has been signed between the competent Ministries, the
l.M.O. (International Migration Organization) and 12 NGO’s, which establishes a coordination
framework of the interested stakeholders.
Greece participates in all international and regional fora giving emphasis to combating the
trafficking offence and promotes the regional cooperation with neighbour countries (SECI, SEECP
ect). An agreement for the protection and support of minor victims of trafficking was signed
between Greece and Albania, which was ratified by law 3692/2008.
Finally, a draft law has been prepared by a Special Law Drafting Committee, set up in the Ministry
of Justice, for the purpose of ratifying and adapting the Greek legislation to the provisions of a) the
Council’s of Europe’s Convention on Action Against Trafficking in Human Beings and b) the UN
Convention against the Transnational Organized Crime ant its three Protocols (Palermo Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and punish TIP).
2)

Hellenic Police

The activation with the phenomenon of T.H.B. that aims at sexual exploitation has become an issue
of first priority for the Hellenic Police through a procedure of main aims, training and increasing
activity of the police personnel. For this purpose there are a number of actions that have been
undertaken. Specific orders have been given to the Police Divisions all over the country.
Specifically:

a)

ENCOUNTERING AND COMBATING ACTIONS
•

Task Force for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings (2001)

•

Strategy of the Hellenic Police in combating Trafficking in Human Beings (2008/2010)
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b)

SPECIAL ANTIGTRAFFICKING SERVICES

i.

One Anti/Trafficking group on Central/Strategy Level in the Public Security Division in the

Police Headquarters (2002)
ii.

Fourteen (14) anti/trafficking groups in each General Police Division of the dominion.

(Athens, Thessalonica [2003], Arcadia, Achaia, Heraklio, loannina, Corfu, Serres, Kozani,
Cyclades, Larissa, Lesvos, Rhodopi, and Fthiotida) [2005]
iii.

Two (2) Sections to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings in the Security Divisions of Athens

and Thessalonica, which constitute the 3rd Section in the Sub/ Division of Encountering Organized
Crime. [2006]

c)

BEST PRACTICES

Three (3) manuals were issued and forwarded to all Police Services, for the facilitation of their
work in the combat against trafficking in human beings, as follows:
Operational/ inter Service Action Plan on National Level for encountering and combating
trafficking of women and children for sexual exploitation “ILAEIRA”
ii. Memorandum of police actions and best practices for handling THB cases “ILAEIRA”
iii. Anti/trafficking Initiative Processes and procedures for the transborder police cooperation
”ILAEIRA”

d)

TRAININGGEDUCATION 0F POLICE PERSONNEL

√

Police Academy (Police Lieutenant School and Police Officers School)

√

Education Seminars for Police Personnel

√

Annual Seminar for the Heads of Anti/Trafficking Services

e)

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIONS

√

Development of co/operations and meetings with Police Division of Border areas (Albania,

FYROM and Bulgaria)
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√

Participation in and organization of international operations (LEDA/MIRAGE). Namely,

operations LEDA were joint operations carried out by the Europol member states, candidate
countries, countries of T.H.B. victims and SECI. during the EU. Hellenic Presidency, under the
responsibility of Greece.
√

ACTION “ILAEIRA”

Ort 2006, the Ministry of Interior and the Hellenic Police Headquarters considered that it was
necessary to implement an organized operational action, with the code name ILAEIRA, aiming at
the suppression and combating of women and child trafficking for sexual exploitation.
Its objective is the substantial, coordinated and effective action of all agencies involved.
Apart from our Country, 21 more European countries participate in ILAEIRA action, EU member/
states and third countries (Portugal. Turkey, Italy, Albania, Cyprus, Bosnia/Herzegovina, Hungary.
Moldova, FYROM, Austria, Serbia, Germany, Slovenia, Russia, Ukraine, French. Croatia,
Montenegro, Finland, Bulgaria and Romania) and 4 International Organizations (Europol, Interpol,
Eurojust, Frontex).
The action is developed on the basis of two (2) parameters:
•

The lst Parameter concerns the Operational (Police/Judicial) action for the combating of

organized networks with international character and for victims’ liberation.
•

The 2nd Parameter concerns the provision of assistance and protection to victims, as a result

of the action that will be developed under the first parameter.
In the framework of action “ILAEIRA” two international meeting have taken place in Athens (7/
8/12/2006 and 30/31/5(2007). whereas a third meeting has been decided to take place on 17/
18/9/2009, in Chania Crete.
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f)

COGOPERATION WITH COMPETENT AGENCIES

Hellenic Police Services on the matter of assistance and protection to the victims co/operate with:
√

Prosecutors

√

Ministry of Health and National Solidarity (Hot line 197)

√

General Secretariat of Gender Equality

√

Foreign Embassies in our country

√

IOM

√

NGOs

Hungary
1.

THB CONSTITUTES A SERIOUS CRIMINAL OFFENCE PURSUANT TO THE
PENAL CODE.

The Act on Protection of Witnesses stipulates the rules of participation in the Victim Protection
Program, which includes moving the witness to protected residence and also alteration of identity of
the witness either within the country or – upon mutual agreement – to another state.
The Act on support and compensation of victims stipulates many forms of supports (legal social
financial and psychological) for victims of THB.
The Act on entry and stay of third country nationals entered into force on 1st July 2007 and probably
is one of the most important tool in the field of support of victims of THB. Pursuant to this act a
certificate of temporary residence shall be issued to the victim if it is initiated by the victim support
authority for the duration of its support. This legal tool enables victims to stay in Hungary for the
reflection period of one month.
If he or she decides to cooperate with the law enforcement authority a residence permit on
humanitarian grounds shall be issued for him/her. The issuance can be initiated by the national
security or law enforcement agency for substantial national security or law enforcement reasons to
any third/country national, or other affiliated third/country nationals on his/her account, who
cooperates with the authorities in a crime investigation.
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2.

ONE OF THE GREATEST ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE YEAR 2008 WAS THE
ADOPTION OF THE 1018/2008 (III 26) GOVERNMENT DECREE ON THE
NATIONAL STRATEGY AGAINST TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS 2008G2012
WHICH CAME INTO FORCE ON 10TH APRIL 2008.

The Strategy defines the general and specific aims and priorities of the fight against THB. The
Strategy established the position of the National Coordinator against trafficking in human beings
who is responsible for the coordination of elaboration implementation and monitoring of the
strategy and also for the coordination of counter/trafficking activities among the various
government authorities and NGOs and acts as a contact point for international organizations and
agencies involved in the fight against THB. The task is fulfilled by the State Secretary for Law
Enforcement of the Ministry of Justice and Law Enforcement. We are convinced that the
appointment of the National Coordinator was a significant step forward in the fight against THB as
he is able to personalize the governmental actions in this field. Since his appointment he took part in
international conferences and seminars representing Hungary’s commitment towards counter/
trafficking also in the international fora. The National Strategy also established the so called
national counter/trafficking coordinative mechanism. This body is composed by the government
agencies NGOs and international organisations concerned. It is to coordinate, monitor and evaluate
results and challenges of prevention prosecution and protection.
During the past years the data collection by the Police was hampered by the fact that data on THB
and trafficking/related crimes had to be collected separately. This was due to the legal background
and therefore could not be changed only by methodological or technological tools. However the
National Bureau of Investigation created a data/collection method which helps the identification of
trafficking elements in investigations which are originally not launched against THB. This new
method leads to a more thorough mapping of the THB picture.
Furthermore it also has to be mentioned that Hungary has been a partner in an EU/financed project
which aimed the development of new methods of data collection and indicators.
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3.

ACCORDING TO THE INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE OFFICE OF
IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY TEMPORARY RESIDENCE PERMIT ON
HUMANITARIAN GROUNDS WERE ISSUED IN 2008 FOR 9 PERSONS (5
CHINESE, 1 MONGOL, 2 SYRIAN AND 1 WITH UNKNOWN NATIONALITY).

The Office has agreements with several county offices of the Victim Assistance Service in order to
enhance effective referral of victims. The Office of Immigration and Nationality opened the Centre
for Unattended Minors for child victims of THB and migrant smuggling 1st January 2008. The
unattended minors are mostly from Africa, Pakistan, Kosovo, Afghanistan Palestine territories and
Sri Lanka. The Centre regularly consults with the National Bureau of Investigation in order to help
investigations in cases in which the minors are concerned.
According to the information provided by the Consular Service in 2008 16 persons were proved to
be victims of trafficking and were identified by the consulates abroad and in other 4 cases the
assisted persons were presumed victims. In all cases the consular offices provided the victims with
travel documents assisted in return to Hungary and cooperated with the child welfare and victim
protection NGOs in the countries of destination. In 3 cases the victims were referred to Hungarian
shelter.
According to official data of OKIT (Crisis Management Telecenter run by the Ministry of Social
Affairs and Labour) the centre has given assistance to victims of trafficking in 14 cases during
2008. The Center has referred the victims to the NGO which has been engaged in maintaining the
shelter, accommodating and helping with the victims of trafficking. According to the information of
this NGO it provided assistance and shelter services to 75 victims involved in trafficking in human
beings in the period of 1 April 2008 – 1 February 2009. These NGO shelters provide assistance to
victims of trafficking including shelter up to six months. If necessary, after this period the victim
can be transferred to other social care facilities providing reintegration services.
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In 2008 the Ministry of Justice and Law Enforcement joined the EU funded project “Transnational
referral mechanism for victims of trafficking in human beings/TRM EU”. The applicant country is
Italy, the other partners are Romania, Bulgaria, Macedonia, the Czech Republic and Portugal. The
implementation takes place in cooperation with ICMPD Vienna. The project aims to map the
existing legal and institutional background and the – formal and informal – mechanisms of victim
referral. After the identification of gaps and challenges tailor made guidelines are provided to each
participating country. In the second phase of the project test run and evaluation of the guidelines
takes place. The final outcome is a manual which is to be distributed and used among the relevant
national actors.
The Eszter Foundation (Hungarian NGO specialized on treatment of victims of different types of
sexual abuse) has been engaged in making survey on victim protection. The survey will consist of
collecting relevant data, monitoring of cases, stepping into contact with victims of trafficking. The
survey is aimed at clarifying the social and criminal links of international trafficking. The survey
will be published in 500 copies and will be sent to all relevant authorities, NGO's and experts.
Regarding the at risk groups of trafficking it can be established that the under/educated young
adults – mostly women – who live among poor conditions or previously stayed in child welfare
facilities in East Hungary are the most vulnerable. They are easily trapped by false promises of very
well paid easy jobs while the reality of the victims is quite different from the promises: long
working hours, very small salary – if at all – abusive violent environment.
The first demand/side campaign was launched on 4th March 2009. Its target group includes the
possible users of the services of victims of THB aiming sexual exploitation. It is elaborated by the
Ministry of Justice and Law Enforcement and the National Police Headquarters in cooperation with
IOM Budapest.
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In 2007 the National Institute of Criminology started an interdisciplinary research called „Risks of
international migration in Europe” to assess the risk factors connected to migration flows. The aim
of the research was to elaborate guidelines in order to decrease the risks of migration and to
elaborate modern legal and social solutions. The outcome of the research was published in 2008.
Within the framework of the research a complex analysis from legal background to case analysis on
crimes connected to illegal migration including THB. Regarding the empirical study on Hungarian
THB situation 50 cases of the Office of the Public Prosecutor were examined by desk research. This
exercise was not representative due to the small number of cases. The main goal was mapping the
way of falling victim in order to help elaboration of adequate prevention programs.
In November 2008 the Hungarian Judicial Academy held a two/days course on the trafficking of
persons and its incidental actions for the criminal judges who handle cases of THB. On the first day
the participants got a wide/range briefing about the victims. The participants were informed the
mental and physical consequences of trafficking on victims. Besides the prosecutors and the
representatives of the police analyzed specific cases in order to highlight the set up of the criminal
organizations and the troubles of the process proof.
Furthermore there were also trainings for consular officers for the purpose of awareness raising as
regards the victims of human trafficking.

Ireland
Ireland recognises that trafficking in human beings has become a significant phenomenon on a
global scale. This is a heinous crime that must be tackled on several levels and the Government is
committed to doing everything in its power to prevent this despicable crime from taking a foothold
in Ireland.
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Legislative Initiatives
The Criminal Law (Human Trafficking) Act 2008 came into effect on 7 June 2008. This legislation
creates an offence of recruiting, transporting, transferring to another person, harbouring or causing
the entry into, travel within or departure from the State of a person for the specific purpose of the
trafficked person’s sexual or labour exploitation or removal of his or her organs. It provides for
penalties of up to life imprisonment for theses offences. It is also an offence for a person to solicit a
person who he/she knows or has reasonable grounds for believing is a trafficked person for
prostitution. The penalty can be up to five years imprisonment on conviction on indictment.
Anti Human Trafficking Unit
An Anti Human Trafficking Unit was established in the Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform in February 2008 to ensure the State response to trafficking in human beings is
comprehensive, coordinated and holistic. The Unit is engaged with over 50 different stakeholders
both domestically and internationally including NGOs working in the field of human trafficking and
the social partners through roundtable discussions and five working groups on (a) development of a
National Referral Mechanism (b) Awareness Raising and Training (c) Child trafficking (d) Labour
Exploitation Issues (d) Sexual Exploitation issues. The Anti/Human Trafficking Unit implemented
a pilot human trafficking data collection strategy with effect from 1 January 2009.
Human Trafficking Investigation and Co/ordination Unit (Garda National Immigration Bureau)
The Garda Síochána (Irish police) has recently established a Human Trafficking Investigation and
Co/ordination Unit within the Garda National Immigration Bureau (GNIB). The role of the Unit is
to provide a lead on all policy issues in the area of Human Trafficking. The Unit will be a centre of
excellence for the organisation and will oversee all investigations where there is an element of
human trafficking and will provide advice, guidance and operational support for investigations.
Identification of Victims
A person who has been identified as a suspected victim of human trafficking by a member of the
Garda Síochána not below the rank of Superintendent in GNIB is granted a permission to remain
lawfully in the State for a period of 60 days known as a Recovery and Reflection Period by the
Minister for Justice, Equality & Law Reform. In circumstances where the suspected victim wishes
to assist the Gardaí in any investigation or prosecution in relation to the alleged trafficking, a further
6 months Temporary Residence (renewable) may be granted by the Minister to enable him/her to do
so.
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National Action Plan
The National Action Plan to Prevent and Tackle Trafficking in Human Beings, which was
published on 10 June 2009, sets out the key elements of the strategy to tackle human trafficking in
Ireland.

Awareness Raising and Training
The “Blue Blindfold” awareness raising campaign was launched in October 2008. The key theme of
the campaign is

and the blue blindfold represents the

risk of people having their eyes closed and being unaware of the crime that may be going on around
them. It is based on a concept developed by the UK Human Trafficking Centre. A dedicated website
was launched in Ireland in 2008 at www.blueblindfold.gov.ie.
The Garda Síochána has placed particular importance on ensuring that its members receive training
which will equip them to tackle the phenomenon of human trafficking. A continuous professional
development training course entitled ‘Tackling Trafficking in Human Beings: Prevention,
Protection and Prosecution’ has been designed by the Garda Síochána, assisted by the International
Organisation for Migration. The aim of the course is:
(1) to alert operational personnel within An Garda Síochána to the existence of the
phenomenon of trafficking
(2) to empower them to identify victims so as to provide for their wellbeing and
(3) to ensure initiation of criminal investigations, where appropriate.
Members of the Police Service of Northern Ireland have attended this training and the Head of the
United Kingdom Human Trafficking Centre has presented at each of these training courses
emphasising the international and cross/border co/operation between police forces.
A one day basic level awareness raising training to identify the indicators of trafficking has been
provided by the IOM, with participation from An Garda Síochána, the Health Service Executive and
NGOs and the Anti/Human Trafficking Unit. The training was delivered to over 130 persons who
may encounter victims of trafficking in the course of their duties including labour and other
inspectors, health services staff, and to staff manning victim support helplines.
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Information seminars have also been provided to diplomats in the Department of Foreign Affairs
being posted abroad to a variety of missions including Africa and Asia. and to staff in the
Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment who are responsible for the examination and
granting of work permits. One of the ideas behind this was to make people working on visas at
embassies abroad aware of the problem of human trafficking so that they might be in a position to
identify potential cases.

Accommodation / Assistance to Victims
The Reception and Integration Agency – a Government Agency / in conjunction with the Health
Service Executive, is providing services to potential and suspected adult victims of trafficking
referred to them by the Garda National Immigration Bureau. Potential and suspected victims of
trafficking are given the same accommodation in direct provision as that provided to any newly
arrived asylum seekers i.e. accommodation in a reception centre. The reception centres at which
suspected victims are accommodated include an on/site medical centre managed by the Health
Service Executive. Services for potential or suspected victims of trafficking who are minors are
provided by the Health Service Executive. The Refugee Legal Service of the Legal Aid Board
provides legal aid and legal advice to potential and suspected victims of trafficking.

Italy
Over the years, Italy has implemented advanced legal instruments to prevent and combat human
trafficking and likewise has not failed to find absolutely innovative solutions in the field of victim
assistance. In this respect, one of the first legal tool to fight against human trafficking wad adopted
by Italy with the introduction of Article 18 of the Consolidated Immigration Law (Legislative
Decree No. 286 of 25 July 1998), which envisages not only victim assistance mechanisms, but also
residence permits granted to the trafficked victims regardless of whether they have cooperated in
judicial proceedings or not.
In line with the European initiatives, Italy has also enacted the following legislation:
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/ Law No. 228 of 11 August 2003 entitled “Measures to combat human trafficking” amending the
offences laid down in Articles 600 (Reduction or maintenance of persons as slaves or in bondage),
601 (Human trafficking)and 602 (Acquisition or alienation of slaves) of the Criminal Code, which
envisages forms of crime peculiar to human trafficking;
/ Law No. 38 of 6 February 2006 which contains provisions to counter child sexual exploitation and
child pornography also through the Internet.
Furthermore, Italy has ratified the Protocol to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in persons,
especially women and children, supplementing the United Nations Convention against transnational
organised crime (the so/called Palermo Convention) of 12 December 2000. Italy fully shares the EU
migration policy based on the so/called “Global Approach”, adopted by the European Council in
December 2005, leading to a number of initiatives being launched with a view to strengthening
operational cooperation among EU Member States (also through FRONTEX) as well as building a
dialogue on migratory issues with Africa and countries in the eastern and south/eastern regions
neighbouring the European Union.
In recent years, Italy has concluded many bilateral police cooperation agreements against organised
crime (52) and most of them focus on the offence of human trafficking which is indicated as a
priority for prevention and suppression actions. In the course of this year, Italy has concluded
agreements with third countries including Algeria, Nigeria (under the aegis of ICPO/Interpol
General Secretariat) and Libya which basically provide for:
/ Technical assistance including free supply of equipment and technologies to combat illegal
migration as well as staff training and study visits;
/ Secondment of liaison officers and staff exchanges;
/ Direct information exchange channels;
/ Involvement of police forces from third countries in sea patrol operations.
For the purpose of developing cooperation with source and/or transit countries of illegal migration
flows, the Italian Ministry of the Interior has not only acted on a bilateral level but has also availed
itself of EU financial tools. In this regard, mention should be made of the following initiatives:
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/ Project “ACROSS SAHARA II” for institutional capacity building purposes in Libya and Niger in
the field of border checks and migration management (funded through the AENEAS Programme).
In this connection, the following initiatives have been undertaken:
/ Two operational training courses for law enforcement officers from Libya and Niger (30+30) in
the field of border checks and migration management.
/ One course for high/ranking law enforcement officers and prosecutors from Libya and Niger
(10+10).
The following initiatives are about to be undertaken:
/ Shipment of vehicles (off/road vehicles and ambulances), motor vehicles, technical means and
equipment to the competent authorities of Libya and Niger.
/ Conduct of a joint patrol exercise at the Libya/Niger common border.
With regard to EU funding programmes intended for initiatives aimed at preventing and combating
human trafficking, mention should be made of the following actions recently undertaken by Italy:
G Project ILAEIRA, launched under the EU TAIEX programme with the aim of spreading
knowledge of the laws in force in each participating country and of the respective national
operational procedures, also identifying contact persons and relevant agencies for trafficking issues.
The project is aimed at developing a model of transnational cooperation on human trafficking using
the tools already available for European and international cooperation, without coming to a new
international agreement;
/ Partnership with the Austrian Ministry of the Interior and IOM Vienna in the project
“Development of Guidelines for the Collection of Data on Trafficking in Human Beings,
Including Comparable Indicators ;
G Project A.Vi.Cri, carried out under the “DAFNE II” Action Programme funded by the European
Commission with a view to developing specific training for law enforcement officers, in a multi/
agency and multi/disciplinary environment, on how to approach crime victims and relatives of
missing persons, with particular regard to women, minors and other vulnerable categories;
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/ Partnership with the Belgian police and IOM in the project “Establishment of the Network and
Joint Training for Operational Law Enforcement Officers, NGOs and IOs in Fighting Human
Trafficking into the EU Member States from the EU Accession Countries and Countries Bordering
the EU after Enlargement”;
/ Partnership with the Swedish Minister of Justice and IOM in the development of an “Action
Oriented Paper on strengthening the EU external dimension on action against trafficking in human
beings; Towards Global EU Action against Trafficking in Human Beings”.

Latvia
The Declaration of the Government of Latvia among priority areas states the need to realise
complex of measures to eliminate more effectively THB and sexual exploitation of persons in the
country.
The Government of Latvia according to the UN Recommended Principles and Guidelines on
Human Rights and prevention of Trafficking in human beings has developed and implemented the
State Programme for the Elimination of THB 2004/2008 as well as Programme for the Elimination
of THB 2009/2013. Both the competent state institutions and non/governmental organizations
working in the field of THB prevention were involved in development and implementation of
mentioned programme.


The objective of the State Programmme for the Elimination of THB 2004/2008 was to promote the
prevention and suppression of THB by implementing targeted preventive, educational and support
activities for the victims of THB and to unite the efforts of the state and society to eliminate THB.
The most important results achieved by implementing the State Programme:
1) State/funded social rehabilitation for victims of THB was stipulated in the law, thereby
implementing one of the most important objectives of the State Programme.
2) The Criminal Law was amended by creating legislation with a punishment mechanism that is
proportional to the committed criminal offence. THB is considered now as a serious violation of
human rights and sentence for this crime is deprivation of liberty for up to 15 (fifteen) years;
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3) Latvia has joined several international conventions /
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with number of countries including such third countries as Uzbekistan (2002),
Moldova (2003), Azerbaijan (2005) and Belarus (2007), these agreements include cooperation
in combating THB;
4) The organised and successfully implemented informative events and campaigns have increased
the understanding of the society about THB problem.
On 27 August, 2009 according to the Ex/post Assessment on implementation of the State
Programme for the Elimination of THB 2004/2008 the Cabinet of Ministers has adopted the
Programme for the Elimination of THB 2009/2013. The aim of the Programme is to plan and
implement activities to prevent THB and provide victims with qualified social rehabilitation since
THB is global and changing problem. The Ministry of the Interior is a responsible institution for
coordination of the implementation process of the State Programme. This model of cooperation and
coordination is an alternative mechanism to the National Rapporteur.
On 22 February, 2006, Latvia has ratified the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of
the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography and is implementing it.
On 5 May, 2009 the regulations of the Cabinet of Ministers “On regulation on involvement of
children in the activities (events) which are related to demonstration of outer appearance” was
adopted aiming to create a legal regulation on involvement of children in events which are related to
demonstration of children’s appearance and spheres related to demonstration of children’s
appearance which are not adjusted by a special legal regulation. Thereby a risk of THB will be
reduced especially regarding minors. The risk factors relevant to child prostitution and child
pornography will be reduced, as well as production and distribution of pornographic materials.
Latvia is a country of origin for victims of human trafficking thus cooperation is more developed
with other European Union countries that are destination countries for victims of human trafficking
from Latvia as well as with other Baltic countries.
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Since 2000 there were only 2 cases involving citizens of third countries regarding cases of
trafficking in human beings:
/

in 2003 two women from Belarus were involved in a case of living on the avails of

prostitution. They were repeatedly with free will arriving to Latvia with a purpose of prostitution;
/

since 2008 in cooperation with Belarus law enforcement institutions there is ongoing common

investigation concerning organizers of the network of trafficking of human beings in Latvia and
Belarus.
On May 21, 2009 there were Criminal law amended regulating the sentence for the establishment,
maintenance, administration and financing of brothel (unauthorized place for organization and
providing services of prostitution). The applicable sentence for such crime is deprivation of liberty
for a term not exceeding five years, or community service, or a fine not exceeding one hundred
times the minimum monthly wage.
The State Police using the mass media regularly informs inhabitants of Latvia about THB, gives
recommendations on how to avoid becoming a victim of THB and how to act in the case of THB as
well as about possibilities to receive assistance in Latvia and in foreign countries. The State Police
in collaboration with non/governmental organizations developed a web page “Sargi sevi”
(safeguard yourself) www.sargi/sevi.lv, where the information about these risks and threats is
updated regularly.
Taking into consideration the cross/border character of THB, the State Police and the State Border
Guard develop more close and intense cooperation with relevant law enforcement agencies and
specialized units in third countries such as Belarus, Russia, Moldova, Ukraine, Uzbekistan,
Azerbaijan, Armenia. This cooperation provides exchange of urgent operative information and
information about investigation, as well as provides organization of common cross/border
operations to detect and counteract routes and networks of illegal immigration, THB and THB
related crimes like forced labor, pornography and prostitution.
The cooperation with Russia is well organised within the framework of Task Force against THB in
the framework of Council of the Baltic Sea States (CBSS).
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Lithuania
Prevention and fight against Trafficking in Human Beings is among priority areas for Lithuanian
Government and that is clearly stated in long term National crime prevention and control program,
approved by Lithuanian Parliament back in 2003.
On May 19, 2005 Lithuanian Government approved 2005/2008 Program on prevention and control
of Trafficking in Human Beings. During implementation of the Program among others the
following objectives have been achieved:
/

Increased trust in public administration by victims of Trafficking in Human Beings

/

All victims were offered assistance and support. Majority of victims (67%) have received

social assistance from non/governmental organizations via prior involvement of law enforcement
and other state institutions (2006 – 50%, 2007 – 52%)
/

Broadly spread – even in villages people know about the crime General public became more

aware about threats associated with THB
/

Cooperation between diplomatic representations and law enforcement has been intensified in

order to provide social and other assistance to victims of THB
/

Establishment of monitoring system – coordinated inter/institutional and non/governmental

measures, including systematic information collection, analysis, risk assessment, reporting
mechanism provided grounds for objective situation assessment
/

Specialized unit for prevention and investigation of THB has been established within

Lithuanian criminal police bureau
/

A number of training sessions held for law enforcement agencies, this topic has also been

included in various programs for law enforcement personnel professional training
/

Police (criminal intelligence) information system has been upgraded with additional sub

component, which contains tactical and strategic information on THB, persons involved, associated
victims and witnesses, modus operandi, etc.
/

During 2005/2008 NGO’s implemented 52 projects, aiming to provide victims of THB with

assistance, protection and reintegration into society
/

Amendments have been incorporated in criminal and administrative codes of Republic of

Lithuania since 2005:
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criminal liability applies to legal persons in THB cases
maximum penalty for trafficking of adults is 12 years of imprisonment, trafficking of children
– 15 years of imprisonment.
administrative liability applies both for provision and purchase of prostitution services,
victims of trafficking are not put under this liability.
Scrutiny of activities and measures applied resulted in evaluation of program implementation, thus
providing grounds for a new 4 year program (2009/2012), focusing on implementation of measures,
those require special attention in light with social, economic and criminal tendencies. On September
9, 2009 Lithuanian Government by order No. 1104 has approved 2009/2012 Program on prevention
and control of Trafficking in Human Beings. Strategic purpose of the Program does not differ from
the previous one and is associated with implementation of coherent, complex and systematic
approach to problems, arising from trafficking in Human Beings prevention and control at the State
level.
2009/2012 Program aims at:
/

Prevention and fight of Trafficking in Human beings, at the same time ensuring

implementation of non/discrimination principle;
/

Protection of victims rights by establishment of wide range system of protection of victims

and witnesses, ensuring effective pre/trial investigations and prosecutions;
/

Ensuring effective cooperation against THB between international organizations.

From July 2009 to June 2010 Lithuania will hold chairmanship of the CBSS TF/THB. The
following priorities are foreseen:
/

Development of Regional Information Campaign against Trafficking in Human Beings

/

Closer cooperation with Black Sea Corporation or at least main source countries of Black see

region and Belarus
/

Closer cooperation with media in the region

/

Strengthening Baltic see states cooperation while combating trafficking in human beings /

Regional conference in Vilnius `Control and Prevention of THB. Regional approach`, to be held in
March 2010
/

Data collection / Support the pilot project on data collection and exchange within the CBSS

region
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/

Strengthening protection of victims and witness of THB by exchange of information on best

practice in the region, legislation and implementation of national and international legal
requirements
/

Active exchange of information to disclose trafficking in human beings cases

Netherlands
•

A Task Force on Human Trafficking was set up in 2008. It brings together representatives of

both national and local government and of relevant agencies and services, including the police. It
identifies and resolves bottlenecks, ensures that best practices are exchanged and supports the
local/regional approach. The Task Force combines criminal law with preventative, administrative
and international measures.
•

Awareness campaigns are conducted regularly; in 2006 under the name “Appearances

Deceive”, aimed at the general public and more specifically at persons who visit prostitutes, and in
2007 under the name “People are no merchandise”.
•

An Expertise Centre for Human Trafficking and Smuggling was established in May 2005. It

consists of employees from the National Crime Squad (NR), Royal Military Constabulary (Kmar),
Immigration and Naturalisation Service (IND) and the Social Security Information and
Investigation Services (SIOD). Information and expertise is collected, analysed and disseminated to
all partners.
•

In January 2005 the scope of trafficking in the Dutch Criminal Code was broadened to all

forms of exploitation (sexual, labour, i.e. forms of modern slavery). On 1 July 2009, the penalties
were increased: e.g., the maximum sentence for aggravated forms of trafficking is now at least
twelve years. In this manner, it will also be possible to take action against punishable preparatory
acts for human trafficking in all cases.
•

Since April 2000 the independent National Rapporteur has published six reports about the

nature and the scope of the phenomenon and advised the government on possible improvements of
its activities. This has lead to amendments in our national policy.
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•

To identify victims of trafficking in human beings as early as possible, the police, together

with NGOs, developed an easy to use system. Over 70 risk factors and a list of specific working
areas at risk (i.e. construction, agriculture) have been identified.
•

Victims will not be prosecuted for violations of immigration laws or for the activities they are

involved in as a direct consequence of their situation as trafficked person.
•

Law enforcement authorities receive training on human trafficking on a regular basis where

the needs of victims (especially children and women) are addressed extensively.
•

The B9 regulation regulates the residence status and access to services for foreign nationals. If

there is the slightest indication that an illegal alien is a trafficking victim, he or she is given the
opportunity to use the three/month reflection period offered by the B9 regulation. During this
period the victim can remain in the Netherlands, receive medical care and basic social services and
make a considered decision as to whether or not to cooperate with the investigation and prosecution
of the traffickers.
•

In the Netherlands brothels are subject to a licensing system to be administered by

municipalities. Thus brothels are inspected at regular intervals by the police, local health authorities,
the Labour Inspectorate, fire prevention authorities etc. These inspections are also used to look out
for any signs of human trafficking. In order to come to grips with the increasing variety of
inherently fluid phenomena like escort services, the Government is preparing new legislation with
regard to licensing requirements. Under the new law, running any type of sex establishment would
be subject to the licensing system. Employers who do not abide by the licensing requirement will be
punishable. Prostitutes who want to work independently will have to register as such beforehand
and will be punishable if they have not done so. Clients that circumvent the new system will also be
punishable. It is expected that this stringent set of regulations will do much to prevent any
exploitative practices.
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•

The Dutch authorities are seeking to work closely on a bilateral basis with the countries that

are the source of human trafficking towards the Netherlands. In the context of these cooperative
efforts, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands is funding projects for technical
assistance in a number of source countries, both in Europe (including new EU Member States and
prospective Member States) as well as in other parts of the world, notably in West/Africa and Asia.
These projects are aimed at providing technical assistance and training to law enforcement
authorities and at setting up or improving referral mechanisms and shelter facilities for victims. In
some countries we also support projects aimed at improving security at seaports and airports, in
order to counter a broader range of forms of trafficking (of people, drugs and weapons).
•

Conducting joint investigations with source countries is not only essential to prosecute

traffickers, but can also be a very effective way to transfer investigative skills to source countries.
Thus in 2007 the Netherlands police and prosecution services conducted an extensive investigation
of human trafficking flows from Nigeria towards the Netherlands and other European destinations.
This investigation, with the code name “Operation Koolvis”, was conducted in close cooperation
with other European destination countries and with the “National Agency for the Prohibition of
Traffic in Persons and Other Related Matters” (NAPTIP) of Nigeria. The investigation led to
simultaneous arrests in October 2007 of traffickers in the Netherlands, in other European countries
and in Nigeria itself. A large number of victims were liberated from their tormentors. Building on
this successful police operation, the Netherlands has now set up a programme for training and
technical assistance to NAPTIP and other relevant Nigerian agencies. This project started in July
2009. It includes various training courses for Nigerian detectives and prosecutors as well as courses
for Nigerian airport personnel in detecting passport fraud.
•

The issues of human trafficking and forced labour are closely intertwined. Forced child labour

is an especially reprehensible phenomenon. The Government of the Netherlands is in close contact
with Dutch companies that operate internationally to ensure that their global supply chains are free
from exploitative practices. The Netherlands also supports the Decent Work Agenda of the ILO for
the period 2006 / 2010. The Dutch contribution is used to fund Decent Work Country Programmes in
10 developing countries. Some activities are specifically directed at combating forced labour and
child labour, some at broader labour issues. Bilateral Dutch aid to Bangladesh and Indonesia includes
programmes to take children away from debilitating working conditions and back to school.
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•

Combating and preventing child/sex tourism is also a crucial matter. In 2008 the Netherlands

pledged support for an ongoing UNICEF programme for technical assistance to Cambodian law
enforcement authorities (notably the Anti/Human Trafficking and Juvenile Protection Police) to
fight abuse of children because of child/sex tourism. Activities regarding prevention and victim care
are also part of the project. Starting in 2008, the Netherlands is furthermore funding a three/year
project of Terre des Hommes aimed at providing legal support to victims of child/sex tourism,
encouraging them to act as a witness and developing the capacity of local NGOs to pressure law
enforcement authorities to take action when needed. Moreover the Netherlands supports an 18
month ECPAT project aimed at getting tour operators to approve and implement a code of conduct
to prevent and discourage child sex tourism. ECPAT helps local NGOs in Thailand, the Philippines,
Gambia, Dominican Republic and Brazil to build capacity for awareness campaigns and lobbying
tour operators, hotels etc.

Poland

In the last years Poland has undertaken cooperation with third countries relating to human
trafficking within many fields:
Firstly, a bilateral cooperation with Ukraine, Belarus and Moldova as countries of origin for victims
identified in Poland.
Within this cooperation the following activities are undertaken:
1.

Direct cooperation between police services;

2.

Exchange of experiences and best practice according to prosecution of traffickers and

supporting victims (including cooperation in this field with NGOs).
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Since 2008 two projects with non/EU countries (Ukraine and Moldova) have been implemented and
both are continued this year. The first project (
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, which is implemented by Police Academy in Szczytno (the partner
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institutions are: Lviv State University of Ministry for Internal Affairs of Ukraine, the Ministry of
Justice, General Headquarters of Police, General Headquarters of Border Guard and non/
governmental organization “La Strada” Foundation). The project included three seminars in 2008
(two in Poland and one in Ukraine) with participants from the Ministries of Interior, police (both
from police academies, national and regional units for THB), border guards, non/governmental
organizations and universities of both sides – Polish and Ukrainian. The aim of the project in 2009
is to organize a simulation of the trial of human trafficking case with the participation of
representatives from law enforcement agencies, judicial authorities and NGOs. The second aim is to
carry out an information campaign on trafficking in human beings addressed to foreigners coming
to Poland and used for the purpose of forced labour.
The second project, “(
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implemented by the Ministry of Interior and Administration in cooperation with Ministry of Interior
of Republic of Moldova (partner institution: General Headquarters of Police, General Headquarters
of Border Guard, Police Academy in Szczytno and “La Strada” Foundation). There were two
official visit studies (in Kiszynov and Warsaw) and one seminar study in Szczytno in 2008, which
gave an opportunity to get knowledge about structures and methods of combating crimes connected
with trafficking in human beings. This year a study visit in General Headquarters of Police,
Metropolitan Headquarters of Police in Warsaw and General Headquarters of Border Guard and 2/
days seminar in Police Academy in Szczytno is planned for the Moldavian front line police officers.
The seminar is aimed at exchange of police good practices in investigating and prosecuting THB
crimes, ensuring protection and assistance of THB victims.
Secondly, an information campaign on trafficking in human beings for forced labour has being
carried out. The campaign is addressed to those coming to Poland in order to commence work
(distribution of leaflets within polish consular offices in Ukraine, Belarus and Russia – leaflets are
attached to the visa).
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Portugal
Summary of Actions
Within the scope of cooperation with third countries on human trafficking issues, Portugal
developed close ties with Brazil, which are enshrined in a number of bilateral Declarations (Cascais
Declaration – 24/05/2006); Brasília Declaration – 29/11/2006; Lisboa Declaration – 24/03/2009)
In February of 2007 and November 2008 three training sessions were held, in Angola and
Mozambique, with staff from police and social security area.
Portugal is currently implementing a project entitled " Promoting Transnational Partnerships –
Preventing and Responding to Trafficking in Human Beings from Brazil to EU Members States",
coordinated by the International Centre for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD).
The overall aim of the project is to improve the protection provided to victims, by promoting the
development of international tools for extensive and appropriate support, ensuring effective
cooperation in trafficking cases between the participating countries.
With that goal in mind, the aim is to strengthen the systems for support to victims, exchange of best
practice between participating countries, bilateral and multilateral cooperation, as well as the active
involvement of NGO´s and researchers in the area of fighting human trafficking, both at the
national and international level. The project which will have duration of 24 months, will concentrate
on the prevention of trafficking and on the protection and empowerment of victims (identification
and assistance to victims). One of the components of the project will be to develop training
modules.
During the Portuguese Presidency of the EU, the first EU/Africa Summit took place, resulting in the
establishment, among others, of an EU/Africa “Partnership on Migration, Mobility and
Employment”. The Priority Action 2 of this Partnership is precisely to "Implement the EU/Africa
Plan of Action on Trafficking of Human Beings".
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As regards cooperation with third countries, it is also important to underline the Council of Europe
campaign on human trafficking "You’re not for sale" (Não estás à venda), which was implemented
not only in Portugal but in Cape Verde, São Tomé and Principe, Guinea/Bissau and Brazil.
At the 1st meeting of "CPLP" (Portuguese/Speaking Community) Interior Ministers, on the 9th
April 2008, the participating countries adopted the "Lisbon Declaration", which calls for increased
efforts against trafficking and proposes the establishment of an Observatory on Migration Flows.
During the Migration Forum of the Ibero/american community (Ecuador, April 2008), Portugal
made two presentations concerning information campaigns on migrants human rights, fighting
against human trafficking, illegal migrant trafficking and the prevention of illegal migration. The
aim of this forum was to approve an action programme for Ibero/american countries in the areas
under discussion.
It is also important to mention the “Traffic of Human Beings: System of Collection of Data and
Harmonized Information Management Project” (Projecto Tráfico de Seres Humanos: Sistema de
Recolha de Dados e Gestão de Informações Harmonizadas). This project, in which participates
Portugal (Interior Ministry), Poland, Check Republic, Slovakia, ICMPD, with the partnerships of
the BNRM of the Netherlands, the Association “On the Road” and NEXUS, is co/financed by the
EU. It started in October 2008 and has duration of 18 months. The main purposes are:
•

To define common criteria of data collection and information on victims, traffickers and

judicial decisions, to be compiled in a Handbook;
•

To create an efficient base for the collection and analysis of data;

•

To develop software that allows the collection of data on victims, traffickers and judicial

procedures in Portugal, that works as a Pilot Project.
National Initiatives
Portugal has implemented during the Equal Project CAIM a Model for Signalizing/Identifying/
Integration of VoT.
This model is now use in our National Referral Mechanism
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The purpose is to promote the social reintegration of the VoT by setting mechanisms which
contribute to a full reintegration either of the existent structures or the ones to be established to
accomplish this aim. Through an intervention model specifically aimed to the trafficking problem,
involving the different organizations and institutions which have a direct or indirect action on this
matter
The goals are:
Make it possible a net answer which involves the investigation, prosecution and support of the VoT;
Give the victims specialized support involving different levels (legal, psychological, medical,
social, training, among others);
Promote the development of knowledge, abilities and skills of the victims and, like this, avoiding
their return to eventual future victimization;
In the process of signaling the objective is to detect eventual cases
Sorting and comparing situations of victimization, by filling out the Unified Register Form, or the
Signaling Guide, according to the entity to whom the situation of victimization is brought forth to.
Any suspicion may be communicated in person or by phone.
Signaling may be done by any collective or individual entity, including the victim itself and is made
to the SOS Immigrant support hotline, to the multidisciplinary team in the case of NGO or public
entities with social intervention nature – or to the Polices Focal Point – in the case of the different
law enforcement, such as: the SEF (Foreign and Border Police), PJ (Judiciary Police), PSP (Public
Security Police), and GNR (Republican National Guard).
Regarding the identification, the purpose is to confirm and characterize any situations of trafficking
for further support, by using the Police and NGO registration guides, and analysis of such data.
At a first stage, by the Focal Point of the law enforcement and MT. At a second stage, in which a
victim of trafficking is identified, by the judicial authority or the law enforcement, whenever there
are signs of such crime, or by the Coordinator of the National Plan Against Trafficking in Human
Beings whenever there are sufficient reasons to consider the person as a victim.
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In case of invalidation, the most appropriate response should be referred. In case of confirmation of
the Signaling stage, the Integration stage will follow.
The purpose of the integration is intended to provide the victims with conditions that may enable
them to “recover and escape from the influence of the authors of the offences at stake”, ensuring the
satisfaction of the basic necessities and the access to the different types of supports, such as: safety;
social support; psychological support; legal support; medical support; translation and interpretation
support;
In order to do so, we have the core technical team and then widened to the Shelter and Protection
Centre, foreseeing an articulation with other entities, such as: the National Health Service, Judicial/
Legal System; Institute for Employment and Vocational Training; Police forces and NGO.
Regarding the national integration (in the country of destination) the purpose is to implement social,
cultural and professional integration of people who are victims, and that have chosen to remain on
national territory. This (re) integration implies the promotion of skills, as well as the definition of
a training path according to the characteristics and individual plan of each victim. This support
foresees the development of training and social and occupational integration, a process monitored
by the Shelter and Protection Centre team.
To care for the victim’s physical and psychological stabilization is a basic condition for working on
projects of vocational training, of specific training or on programmes of occupational integration
that may enable the appropriate valorization of her potential and that may respect her will.
This is made by the technical team for sheltered victims and, exceptionally, for former residents, to
which contact with the CAP team is provided, outside the CAP facilities.
Regarding the integration for supported return, the objective is to ensure the adoption of the
necessary measures for sheltering, protection and safety in the country of (re) integration, in order
to prevent the reappearance of victimization situations.
Support should be provided at all times – before departure, during the journey and at the arrival at
the (re) integration country, activating the interinstitutional procedures foreseen for each specific
situation.
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This is made by the multidisciplinary team, in articulation with the IOM (International Organization
for Migration), and with public institutions (in which consular entities may hold a relevant role), or
of civil society.
SQE (Sistema de Queixa Electrónica) / Electronic Complaint System / This project of the Interior
Ministry allows for the use of electronic format complaints on crimes of Trafficking in Human
Beings (THB), via the Web. Complaints can be filled either by victims or by people who are aware
of cases of trafficking (https://queixaselectronicas.mai.gov.pt/). Filling a complaint triggers
immediate opening of a criminal proceeding.
GUR (Guia Único de Registo) / Single Registration Guide – This is a register of victims of THB,
with the involvement of police forces (PSP, GNR, PJ and SEF). It is run by the Interior Ministry
and does not contain personal data.
THB Observatory / This observatory, established by the Decree/Law 229/2008 of 27 of November
2008, aims at collecting, processing and disseminating information on trafficking and various forms
of gender violence. The creation of this Observatory is one of several measures that are foreseen in
the National Plan against Trafficking of Human Beings.
First Conference on Trafficking in Human Beings / integrated in the training program of the
Criminal Police School (Escola da Polícia Judiciária), this initiative took place in February 2009
and had the support of the Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality (CIG – Comissão para
a Cidadania e Igualdade de Género). Targeted for representatives of all security forces, judges,
prosecutors, journalists, lawyers and public and private institutions who play an active role in the
protection of victims, the conference’s main objective was to promote a broad reflection on issues
such as the strong transnational component of this phenomenon, gender distinction, trade and
exploitation of minors, prevention and monitoring of risk groups, among others, regarded as factors
for the establishment of effective and concrete measures that contribute to the detection and fight of
such a crime.
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Measures / strategies to be developed
•

To deepen the cooperation at police and judicial level between Europe and third countries

through the conclusion of specific agreements in both dimensions.
•

To promote specific training in the area of Trafficking in Human Beings, directed at actors

directly involved in this fight in third countries, in partnership approach and with reciprocal actions.
•

To implement the concept of “liaison officers” with third countries, including the migration

aspect, in order to improve information channels, cooperation and concerted action.
•

To promote the seizure of property and assets resulting from network trafficking, enabling for

part of these confiscated goods and assets to be used to support programs for victims of trafficking
(in view of return or supporting prevention programs in third countries).
•

To support the development of specific campaigns in the area of Trafficking in Human Beings

in third countries.

Romania
Given the transnational dimension of the trafficking in human beings phenomenon, so far the
Romanian responsible institutions have continued and strengthened the international cooperation
activities initiated in the previous years, setting up a closer collaboration with third countries in the
South/Eastern Europe, especially the neighbour states.
For mutual information in the field of fighting against trafficking in persons, Romania has
maintained the collaboration with the Republic of Moldova and ensured in 2008 the participation in
relevant events organized in this country, such as the Conference on the integration of the protection
and assistance services for victims of trafficking in human beings in the state social protection
system and the seminar Regional campaign for information, prevention and combating of
trafficking in women within the project .
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Furthermore, Romania participated in the implementation of the (
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of the International Centre for

Migration Policy Development (ICMPD) and is one of the partner countries in the implementation
of the project initiated by ICMPD
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Commission, whose beneficiaries are Albania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Italy, FYR Macedonia,
Portugal, Romania and Hungary, and whose final result will be the handbook of the transnational
referral mechanism for trafficked persons between countries of origin and destination.

Slovakia
1)

Evaluation of national measures

Expansion of trafficking in human beings in the territory of the Slovak Republic is due to a new
migration situation following the relaxation of regime at borders of the European states after 1990.
The Slovak Republic has gradually adopted and transformed all relevant documents concerning
trafficking in human beings into its national legislation.
•

It signed Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women
and Children that is the Additional Protocol to the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime

•

Council Framework Decision of July 2002 on combating trafficking in human beings has
been transposed into the new Criminal Code;

•

Framework Decision of the EU Council of March 2001 on standing of victims in criminal
proceedings has been transposed into the new Criminal Procedure Act;

•

Since January 2007 respective provisions of Directive concerning regularisation of human
beings subject to trafficking in the territory of the SR have been implemented into the Slovak
legislation. In particular, it concerns a possibility to grant a tolerated stay permit and, in
accordance with Article 6 of Directive to grant a „40/days period for thinking it over“;

•

On 27 March 2007, the President of the Slovak Republic ratified the Council of Europe
Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings.
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At the national level, the first important act in this field was the National Action Plan on Combating
Trafficking in Human Beings for years 2006/2007 adopted by the SR Government in January 2006.
Following the fulfilment of its activities, the Ministry of Interior of the SR in assistance with three
partnership non/governmental organizations implemented a pilot project to the Programme of
Support and Protection of Victims of Trafficking in Human Beings in 2007. On 23 April 2008, the
SR Government in its Resolution No. 251 adopted the National Programme on Combating
Trafficking in Human Beings for years 2008 to 2010. Activities resulting from this act are aimed at
the following 4 fields:
1.

support framework (i.e. coordination structures, legislative framework, coordinated work with

information and research, financial resources and budget, monitoring, assessing and updating),
2.

prevention (providing the public with information – in particular a free national line of

assistance for victims of trafficking in human beings 0800 800 818, training, minimalization of
risks, administrative control instruments),
3.

support and protection of victims (identification of victims, recovering period, full care for

victims, protection of victim – witness, reintegration and return),
4.

criminal prosecution (investigation, international cooperation of law enforcement authorities,

criminal procedure, compensation of victims, communication of law enforcement authorities and
victims, anticorruption measures).
Coordination of combating trafficking in human beings in the SR has been covered by the National
Coordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings who presides over the Expert Group for
Combating Trafficking in Human Beings. This expert group is composed of representatives of
selected units of the Ministry of Interior of the SR, as well as representatives of other central state
authorities (Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family of the SR, Ministry of Justice of the SR,
Ministry of Health of the SR, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the SR, Ministry of Education of the
SR, Government Office of the SR), General Prosecutor’s Office of the SR, non/governmental
organizations, IOM Bratislava and self/governments.
In 2009, the Ministry of Interior of the SR provided 5 non/governmental organisations and 1
international organisation with subvention in a total amount of 200,000 EUR for the purpose of
implementation of the Programme of Support and Protection of Victims of Trafficking in Human
Beings.
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The Information Centre for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings and Crime Prevention was
established by the Act on Prevention of Crime and other Antisocial Activities adopted at the end of
2008. Its aim is to provide for a coordinated collection of information on victims of trafficking in
human beings, their storage, analysis and evaluation, as well as circulation of information, at the
national, as well as international level.
The Ministry of the Interior of the Slovak Republic in cooperation with various institutions has
participated in the implementation of several international projects. Their aim is to provide training
of law enforcement authorities, support for returning victims in order to prevent them from landing
back in the milieu. Police Force performs operational cooperation with third countries via Interpol
and through the liaison officers of the Ministry of the Ministry of the Interior of the Slovak
Republic. They are currently employed by in non EU countries like Ukraine, Russia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Croatia and Turkey.

Slovenia
Pursuant to Decision No 240/05/2003/1 of the Republic of Slovenia of 18 December 2003, the
Interministerial Working Group for the fight against trafficking in human beings (hereinafter: IWG)
drafted a report on its work in 2008.
Over the period covered by the Report, the IWG held three meetings and discussed various topics
related to planning measures against trafficking in human beings and to finding solutions for
currently open cases. Relevant decisions are included in the meeting minutes circulated to the IWG
members.
Due to activities linked to Slovenia's EU Council Presidency in the first half of 2008, work by the
IWG was not as intense in regard to the organisational aspect of formal meetings; however, it went
on smoothly in the form of shorter "ad hoc" working meetings depending on the issues in question.
Major events and activities are to be found in the following chapters:
Legislative framework: amendments to the Penal Code with no substantive pertinence in regard to
criminal offences of trafficking in human beings.
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Prevention: list of activities relating to awareness/raising campaigns for the general public, the
expert public and the target population – potential victims of trafficking. Here also belong
inspection activities and measures relating to work permit issuing procedures for so/called
professional groups at risk (bar dancers, and construction and seasonal workers).
Prosecution of criminal offences: cases of criminal acts dealt with by the police and public
prosecutors' offices. In 2008, the police dealt with 18 cases (17 of which were criminal acts relating
to 11 criminal complaints and 1 report) of trafficking in human beings involving 36 offenders. The
public prosecutor's offices considered 11 criminal complaints and 2 reports against 31 suspects.
Investigations were initiated against 7 persons; criminal charges were filed against 10 persons (of
which 6 were from previous years); court sentences were pronounced against 4 persons (of which 3
were from previous years).
Assistance to and protection of victims of trafficking in human beings: consideration was given to
the categories of temporary and protected accommodation practiced by the NGOs Association Kljuc
and Caritas Slovenia, and to the project PATS as an example of continuity. The planned national
budget amount for these projects was EUR 95,000, while the real amount of expenditure reached
EUR 98,387.
Support activities: these include coordinated activities necessary for an integrated approach in the
fight against trafficking in human beings; the IWG members actively took part in these activities.
Areas connected to the human trafficking issue: statistical data on Internet child pornography and
illegal migration. Both topics actually do not fall within the narrow scope of trafficking in human
beings, however they are indirectly related to it.
More details can be find at: http://www.vlada.si/en/projects/fight_against_trafficking_in_persons/
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Spain
With a view to implementing the international agreements on the matter properly, on
12 December 2008 the Council of Ministers of the Spanish Government approved the Integrated
Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings for purposes of Sexual Exploitation, which is
intended to be the first instrument for integrated planning of the fight against Trafficking in Human
Beings for purposes of Sexual Exploitation in Spain.
The Plan covers five practical areas for action, in which there is provision for development
mechanisms to achieve the objectives proposed:

•

#

4+

-

! "

"

/

Enhance knowledge of the phenomenon and its true dimensions from a
multidisciplinary point of view;

/

Make the public aware of the problem, in practice the student population, families and
teaching staff, as well as firms, institutions and the organisers of public and trade
events;

/

Improve systems for prevention and early detection;

/

Improve the capacity of State Security Forces and Bodies to investigate and combat
trafficking.

•

#
/

4$
Step up the specialised training of State Security Forces and Bodies and of officials and
professional personnel of public and private administrations and institutions concerned
by the phenomenon of trafficking.

•

Area III: Measures to assist and protect victims
/

Guarantee the protection of victims and witnesses;

/

Improve attention to and information of victims regarding rights and appeals;

/

Provide victims with specialised legal assistance in their own languages;

/

Provide full protection for victims who are illegal residents.
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The legal measures applied in Spain according to the protection of victim, include:

•

O. L. 2/86 of the State Law Enforcement Agencies, Art. 5,2: their members “must behave
properly with respect to the citizens, whom they must give assistance and protection
whenever is possible and whenever they are required to.

•

The rights included in the articles 109 and 110 of the Spanish Criminal Law: during the first
declaration of the offended individual, he will be informed on his right to take part in the
proceedings and on the reparation and compensation of damages.

•

The O. Law 38/2000 of 24 October, which modifies the Art. 771.1 of the Spanish Criminal
Law: the Judicial Police is obligated to inform in writing the victims, offended or damaged
individuals about their rights, such as a) to take part in the proceedings without the obligation
of bringing any lawsuit; b) the right to have a court/appointed counsel; c) to urge to apply
their rights.

•

Law 35/95 dated on 11 December on assisting the direct or indirect victims of violent crime
or against the sexual freedom.

•

Law 19/94 on witnesses or experts on the trial which lets that their affiliation, residence and
working place data do not appear at the judicial proceedings or police reports.

•

Directive 2004/81/CE of the Council dated on 29 April 2004 (it is not included in our
Legislation yet) related to issue a residence permits to individuals from third countries who
have been victims of alien traffic or who have been subject of illegal immigration assistance,
that cooperate with the authorities. Such Directive includes a reflection time for the victims.

•

O.L. 4/2000 on the rights and freedoms of foreigners in Spain and their social integration.
According to the Art. 59, it is possible to grant a residence permit, on exceptional
circumstances, to victims or witnesses of illegal immigration, alien traffic and of working or
sexual exploitation by taking advantage of their emergency situation, that collaborate in
the investigation by giving significant information.
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•

#

4

"

!

/

Improve legal machinery for giving victims immediate and adequate attention;

/

Accelerate the adoption of precautionary measures and measures concerning evidence
produced during preliminaries to trial;

/

•

#

Confiscate the economic gains made by organisations involved in trafficking.

4

!

/

Step up both internal and international police cooperation;

/

Make possible more effective cooperation on investigations and trials in cases of
trafficking;

/

Design and strengthen machinery for cooperation with NGOs and institutions involved
in combating trafficking and in assisting victims.

Sweden
Organisation
The field of counter trafficking is a responsibility for The Swedish National Police Board under The
Ministry of Justice. Under the Swedish National Police Board 21 independent regional Police
Authorities are responsible for the operative work of fighting human trafficking. In the light of the
Hague declaration, the Government commissioned the National Police Board in December 1997 to
be national rapporteur.
Trafficking cases are dealt with by the police authorities in the region where the case was first been
detected. The NCID is responsible for the supporting the regional police authorities in this area.
There are currently three specialized units in the capital areas focusing on the matter of trafficking
for sexual purposes and related crimes such as procuring etc.
According to Swedish Social Services Act (section 5 paragraph 11) the municipalities are
responsible for providing support to victims of crime. Hence, the municipalities are obliged to
provide victims of trafficking with the support that they need, for example psychological support,
shelters or other forms of social assistance. The assistance is often provided by the social welfare
units in the municipalities in close cooperation with the law enforcement agency handling the case.
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The purpose of this close cooperation is to give the victims of trafficking a speedy and effective
assistance. In some regions social welfare officers operate out of (are located within) the specialized
police force units. This has proven to be a very efficient way of operating during investigations. It’s
also proven to be an effective way to guarantee qualitative and humane assistance to the victims in
accordance with their individual needs. This type of organization can be found in Stockholm for
example. Prosecutors also take part in this close cooperation together with the Swedish Migration
Board. Furthermore, the municipalities often provide the support in cooperation with or jointly with
civil society actors and NGOs as many shelters are run by NGOs.
Since 2005 regional operative teams have been up and running in the three capital areas in Sweden;
Stockholm, Göteborg and Malmö. The teams are composed of key stakeholders in each region such
as the police, the social welfare units and the municipality, the Swedish Migration Board and the
International Public Prosecution Office. These regional teams are also complemented by local
teams of civil society actors which are contacted on a need basis.
The return of victims is coordinated between local municipalities, police and NGOs (and to some
extent also the Migration Board) where the victim is residing or where the crime has been
investigated. On accordance with measure 7 in the Swedish National Action Plan the County
Administrative Board of Stockholm has been commissioned to assess the current system and
develop a joint nation wide cooperation model for safe return of victims.
Relevant Swedish legislation:
January 1, 1999: Legislation prohibiting the purchase of sexual services. This legislation is
currently under evaluation until spring 2010.
July 1, 2002: Legislation imposing criminal liability for trafficking in human beings for sexual
purpose
July 1, 2004: Amendments made extending the criminalization to all forms of trafficking in human
beings (including trafficking within borders)
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Development cooperation
As regards trafficking in human beings within Swedish international development cooperation, the
work of the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida) is based on the
government's strategic document “Poverty and Trafficking in Human Beings” (2003). In the
document, a series of guidelines are provided. In short, the phenomenon of trafficking is to be
regarded as a complex problem rooted in poverty, lack of respect for and protection of human
rights, and gender inequality. Counter measures should be focused on the worst and most prevalent
forms of trafficking, i.e. trafficking of women and children for sexual purposes and trafficking for
labour exploitation, in particular forced labour and child work. In 2005, a review of the strategic
document's implementation was published. Sida is continuously working according to this
document. It recommended that inter alia that:
/

more emphasis should be put on prevention

/

there should be a clearer focus on empowerment,

/

the number of cooperation partners should be extended,

/

sustainability of measures should be put more at the forefront,

/

boys, men, refugees and displaced persons should be included,

/

the geographical spread of the measures should be increased,

/

the link between trafficking and organised crime should be more strongly emphasised,

/

a number of evaluations should be initiated.

The Swedish Action Plan Against Prostitution and Trafficking in Human Beings for Sexual
Explotation
On 10 July 2008, the Government of Sweden adopted an Action Plan for Combating Prostitution
and Human Trafficking for Sexual Purposes.The plan covers five priority areas:
1.

Greater Protection and Support for People at Risk

2.

More Emphasis on Preventive Work

3.

Higher Standards and Greater Efficiency in the Justice System.

4.

Increased national and International Cooperation

5.

A Higher Level of Knowledge and Awareness.
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Altogether, the Swedish government will be investing SEK 213 million (around 22 million EUR) in
36 measures from Oct 2008 to the year 2010.
Training
Training seminars for law enforcement, judicial authorities, labor inspectors and officers of the
Social Service Agencies are being organized by the competent authorities.
The European Council Directive 2004/81/EC
The European Union Council Directive 2004/81/EC on residence permits issued to third/country
nationals who are victims of trafficking has been transposed into national legislation in 1 Oct 2004
by amendments to the Aliens Act. Victims of human trafficking can receive an extendable 30 day
reflection and recovery period. The inquiry leaders also apply for time/limited residence permits to
citizens of the European Union in these cases.
Convictions
Through our comprehensive legislation we have so far had 125 convictions for trafficking in human
beings for sexual purposes or grave procuring; and 1 for labour trafficking.
CBSS
The Council of the Baltic Sea States (CBSS) is an international regional organisation focusing on
intensified cooperation among th Baltic Sea States. The aim of the regional political forum is to
achieve a greater unity between the CBSS member states and other partners by means of favourable
and equitable economic development and secure democracy. Among other things, the CBSS runs
trainings on human trafficking for dipolomatic and consular personnel.
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Combating/preventing child/sex tourism
Behind a large number of of child pornography websites there are criminals profiteering from Child
abuse images. Similar to all Internet/based trade, child pornography profiteers charge money for the
privilege of viewing graphic sexual abuse images of children, often via ordinary payments systems.
In 2007 ECPAT Sweden and the national bank, Skandiabanken initiated efforts aiming at
establishing a SwedishFinancial Coalition against Child Pornography. As of mid 2008
Skandiabanken has been disrupting transactions related to child pornography websites it detects on
its system. The Swedish Banking Association has announced their supprt of ECPAT Sweden´s and
Skandiabankens proposal for such a financial coalition.

United Kingdom
Human trafficking is an appalling crime where people are treated as commodities and traded for
profit. Our overall aim is to make the UK a hostile environment for trafficking and protect victims
and potential victims from this abhorrent crime.
The UK has a comprehensive victim/centred strategy in place to tackle human trafficking,
contained in an Action Plan. This was launched in March 2007; updated on 2nd July 2008. The
Action Plan sets out the Government’s strategy on tackling all forms of human trafficking. The plan
details 85 actions to tackle trafficking across four key areas of: prevention; investigation/law
enforcement/and prosecution; providing protection and assistance to adult victims of trafficking;
and child victims.
We have established an Inter/Departmental Ministerial Group on Human Trafficking to co/ordinate
work on this issue across Government. Additionally, we have established an NGO Stakeholder
Group, chaired jointly by the lead Home Office Minister and the Solicitor General to act as a
consultative forum on Government policy on trafficking and related issues.
On 17 December 2008 we ratified the Council of Europe Convention on Trafficking. This
represents a key milestone in our concerted fight against trafficking. As part of our implementation
of this treaty, which came into force on 1st April 2009, we have created a multi/agency National
Referral Mechanism to improve identification and protection of trafficking victims.
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Our aim is to ensure that all victims receive the right support and protection. We have invested in
enhancing our victim care arrangements as a result of our ratification of the Council of Europe
Convention. Victims of human trafficking can receive: an extendable 45 day reflection and recovery
period; one year renewable residence permits in certain circumstances; accommodation; advocacy;
counselling; legal advice; interpretative services; and reintegration assistance if they decide to
return home.
Through our comprehensive legislation we have so far had 100 convictions for trafficking; 3 for
conspiracy to traffick for the purpose of sexual exploitation, and 5 for labour trafficking.
Combating trafficking is a high priority for our police and specialist law enforcement agencies.
Trafficking is core police business. In 2006 we established the United Kingdom Human Trafficking
Centre. This is a multi/agency organisation that acts as a central point of co/ordination of for
intelligence, analysis and operational activities around human trafficking. It works very closely with
law enforcement agencies throughout the country and with NGOs as well as the Home Office in
helping combat human trafficking.
Human trafficking is often a cross/border crime and the Government is committed to working with
international partners to address this problem.
During our Presidency of the EU in 2005 we launched the EU Action Plan on trafficking. We are
playing a leading role in a G6/inspired initiative (involving the Netherlands, Italy, Ireland and
Poland) to assist in enhancing international co/operation, knowledge and develop victim care
capabilities.
We are working with key partners to prevent trafficking through addressing the root causes by
alleviating poverty through DfID programmes and building capacity in source and transit countries
through the Serious Organised Crime Agency.
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European Commission
For over a decade now, the Commission has been funding a number of activities in the fight against
trafficking around the world, through a comprehensive approach that addresses prevention,
protection of victims and prosecution. The Commission's scope of work includes both trafficking
towards Europe and intra/regional trafficking for labour and sexual exploitation in third countries.
In addition to country and regional cooperation through the geographic instruments, the fight
against trafficking is a priority in several thematic instruments, such as former AENEAS
Programme (2004/2006) and currently, the Thematic Programme on Migration and Asylum, the
Instrument for Human Rights (EIDHR), and the thematic programme 'Investing in People',
particularly regarding child trafficking and child labour. Projects are spread around the world, from
North, Sub/Saharan and South Africa, to the Middle East and the Gulf, Eastern Europe, Central and
Southeast Asia and Latin America.
A number of short/term actions have also been conducted in the framework of the TAIEX
instrument, namely seminars for law enforcement, prosecution, police and social services from the
candidate and potential candidate countries and ENPI countries, as well as study visits to Member
States. Israel, Ukraine, Moldova and all the Western Balkans have been among the most important
TAIEX beneficiaries in this area so far.
Under "MIEUX / Migration EU Expertise", a new project modeled in TAIEX funded by the
European Commission and run by ICMPD, it will be possible to provide short/term technical
assistance to third countries (including those not covered by TAIEX) to better tackle irregular
migration, including trafficking in human beings, as part of a comprehensive approach to migration
management.
A number of projects funded by the Commission focus on support and training for the enactment of
anti/trafficking legislation, investigation and prosecution. The EC is funding a € 6,3 million project
in South Africa to increase the government’s capacity to deal with trafficking and enhance
inter/sectoral coordination and cooperation.
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In collaboration with UNODC, two projects are currently ongoing in Africa and one globally with
the aim to assist countries in bringing their legislation in compliance with the Trafficking and
Smuggling Protocols to the UN Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, and advocate
for their ratification. Great emphasis is given to collaboration with local actors. The Commission
supports local civil society groups, councils, creating platforms for cooperation and advocacy and
community/based networks for prevention, as for example in the Philippines and Cambodia.
Another key area is the protection of victims in third countries, through legal, medical, and social
support services, the establishment of shelters, and the protection of the rights of trafficked victims
in host third countries, as for example a project on Indonesian women trafficked to Malaysia. The
Commission also supports the socioeconomic reintegration of trafficked victims, helping and
empowering returning victims to meet their material and social needs, combat the stigma, and avoid
being re/trafficked, as for example a project on returned victims from Europe to Thailand and the
Philippines; cooperation in the area of trafficking is often linked to work on gender. The
Commission also supports campaigns to raise awareness in schools and in the community, through
community leaders and the local media, currently in Morocco and in Albania.
Data collection and analysis, mapping the trafficking networks and the routes they follow, is
another key area of work, as for example in a research project running in the Gulf States.
In the context of prevention, the Commission is promoting the rights of migrant workers through a
project in Israel, and creating legal migration alternatives to irregular migration and trafficking in
persons for labour and sexual exploitation, in Moldova, Ukraine, Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan.
International cooperation between third countries and the EU is currently promoted through projects
on cooperation against trafficking between Brazil and Portugal/Italy, and between Nigeria and Italy.
With regards to child trafficking and child labour in particular, the EC is funding a comprehensive
project in Zambia through EDF with activities ranging from data collection and mapping of
trafficking for domestic labour, capacity building, awareness raising campaigns and outreach to the
public and populations at risk. In Zimbabwe, a project under the EIDHR aims to protect children
from violence, abuse and exploitation in cross border movements and in child trafficking.

______________
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